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ABSTRACT 
The test of the MDC 4$ scale model of the High Cross Range Shuttle Orbiter 
was conducted at the McDonnell Douglas Lat Speed Wind Tunnel from August 27, 
1970 through September 1, 1970. This test was conducted to describe the 
basic longitudinal, lateral and directional stability aerodynamic character- 
istics for an angle-of-attack range from -10 to +20 degrees with sideslip 
angles of -3, 0, 3 and 6 degrees. Control surface effectiveness was ob- 
tained for elevon deflections of -15 and -30 degrees and rudder deflection 
combinations from -25 to +20 degrees. Tunnel conditions for the test were 
at dynamic pressures of 4.0, 90 and 100 psf and Reynolds numbers per foot of 
1.2, 1.6 and 1.7 x 106, respectively. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
MACH NUMBER 
BALANCE UTILIZED: L S w MA/N ? v ' ~ c t ~ , ~ i / l L  
COEFFICIENT 
CAPACITY : ACCURACY : TOLERANCE : 
COMMENTS : 
DATA REIXJCTION 
The dimensional data u t i l i z e d  t o  reduce the  measured data t o  coef f ic ien t  
form a r e  l i s t e d  and defined below: 
Sref = Wing W 1  planform area  = 9.58 f t 2  (1397.87 in2) 
lref = Wing Wlmean aerodynamic chord = 3.02 f t  (36.3 i n )  
b = Wing W 1  equivalent span = 3.54 f t  (42.4 i n )  
The moment reference point (MRP) applicable t o  the  reduced data i s  4.221 ft 
(50.65 i n )  a f t  of t he  body nose, on t he  model l a t e r a l  centerl ine,  and 
0.667 f t  (8  i n )  above the  bottom of t he  model a t  water l i n e  equal 8 inches. 




B1 - MDC/ED Delta wing orb i te r .  
W 1  - Double d e l t a  wing with ' inboard (ES1) and outboard ( m 2 )  
elevons ( t e s t ed  deflections were 0, -15 and -30'). 
W2 - Modified double de l t a  (see description on component 
dimension page ) . 
V 1  - Wing t i p  ve r t i c a l .  
V2 - Modified VI (see f igure  10) .  
R1 - Rudder, movable surface of V1. 
R2 - Modified R1 (see f igure  10) .  
G - Ianding gear; G 1  - nose, G2 - main. 
SBL - Speed brake. 
COMBINATIONS TESTED 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - HCR OPBITEP 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: B/ - 
. . - 




Max. Width ,  inches 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
-4% 
Max. Depth, inches 303 /d - /2./2 /A/ 
Fineness Ratio - - 
Area 
- ~ 
Max. Cross -Sec t i  onal - 6 
P 1 anf orm 
MODEL COMPONENT : WING - C\CQ OQE3\TEQ - 
i .  GENERAL DESCRIPTION: w! 
DRANING NUMBER: 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
- - 4% ;",. 
I DIMENSIONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area * - 
Pl anf o m  
Netted 
Span (equival en t )  
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
D i  ehedral- Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angl e , degrees 
Aerodynami c Twi s t  , degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Carit A n ~ l c  
Sweep Back Angles , degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai l i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords : 
Root (Wing S ta .  0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent)  
MAC 
. Fus. Sta .  of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 ElAC 












Fus. Sta.  of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
WDEL CONPONENT: Al~EPohj C\CR oEB\TEP 
.. 







Span (equival ent) 
,, 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
. Outb'd equivalent chord 1::: 
Rat io  rrrovaoi e surface cnord/ 
. 'nC I total surfzce chord 
. 
A t  Inb'd equiv. chord 
. A t  Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge 1 ine) 
MODEL COMPONENT : EL&~/~ToP - h l C ~  ORO/TER 
. - 
GENERAL . DESCRIPTION: - Ez 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS : FULL-SCALE 
Area 
Span (equival  e n t )  
. Inb 'd  e q u i v a l e n t  chord /53 /A /  L a  / Z  /hl 
Outb'd e q u i v a l e n t  chord /53 /d 6. 12 id 
Ratio n iova~ i  e s u r f a c e  chord/  . 
t o t a l  su r fxe  chord 
A t  Inb 'd  equiv. chord 
A t  Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, deg rees  
. 
Leading Edge 
T a i l i n g  Edge 
Wingel i n e  
Area Moment (Normal t o  h i n g e  l i n e )  
moEL CoMPoNEn : ~ E E T ~ C A L  T ~ I L S  - ~~CIZ O~B,TEE.  
9 GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
, . 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
. , . DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 




Span (equival en t )  
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Rati o 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
, Aerodynami c Twi s t  , degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
'"'3 Cant Anale 
e rSw&p Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai l i ng Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords : 
. 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
* W.P. of .25 MAC 
8.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoi I Section 
Root 
. .  
' tip 




.AspectRat io  
Taper Ra ti o 
Chords 
Root 
b Fus. Sta.  of .25 MAC W .P. o f  .25 MAC 





DMIdING NUMBER: . - 
. 
DIMENSIONS : MODEL SCALE 
4 P l b  
FULL-SCALE 
Area - 
Span ( e q u i v a l e n t )  
InbQ e q u i v a l e n t  chord  
B u t b ' d  equ i  va t  e n t  c h o r d  
Rati 0 MOVABLE 5 O Q F A C E  CHOQD/ 
TOTAL SORFACE CU-oQP 
A t  Inb 'd e q u i v .  c h o r d  . 4/g 
At  Outb 'd  e q u i v .  c h o r d  .. . .#/I?. -4)r- 
. 
Sweep Back Angles ,  d e g r e e s  
. Leading Edge 
T a i l i n g  Edge 
Wingel i n e  
Area Moment (Normal t o  h i n g e  l i n e )  


T E S T  D A T A  S E T  D E S C R I P T O R  S H E E T  





TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The McDonnell Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a closed circuit, single return, 
atmospheric tunnel with a test section 8$ feet high, 12 feet wide, and 
18 feet long. It is capable of a maximum continuous velocity of 240 rnph 
with a clear test section. 
The tunnel circuit is 412.6 feet long and consists of two 164-foot legs 
and two 42.3-foot legs. The entrance cone contraction ratio is 7.35 to 
1 and the total diffuser angle is 7.5'. Cooling is accomplished by a spray 
system passing water over the outside tunnel shell. 
The main drive motor, housed in a nacelle 30 feet downstream of the third 
leg of the circuit, is a Westinghouse 1750 hp rheostat for coarse rpm con- 
trol and a dynamic brake, coupled to the motor shaft, for fine rpm control. 
The four-bladed fan is 20 feet in diameter. 
NOMENCLATURE 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINImON 
2 2 2  
Ab base area; m , f t  , in 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
2 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b /S 
b RE FB wing span o r  reference span; m, f t ,  in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
- 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or  reference 
chord; m, ft9 in ( see / or  refl) 
ref 
c. g. center of gravity 
6. P. center of pressure 
c~ CA axial force coefficient, F ~ / ~ S ~ ~ ~  
CAB 
c~ CAF f 
base axial force coefficient, [ ( p, -&) /q ] 
( 'dSred 
forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CA 
b 
c~ CDTOTL 
drag force coefficient in the wind axis 
'ystem9 FD/q 
NOMENCLATURE ( continued) 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, Fb/q Sref 
lift force coefficient (stability or  wind axis) 
F ~ / q  Sref 
CBL rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, M,'/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, M /q sref b xs 8 
CWL rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 




pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M q Sref l ref 4 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, C = C 
m,s  m 
CPM pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
SYS~""~ My s w/q Sref 1 ref 
normal force coemcient in the body axis 
system,S FN/q smt 






yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, MZ/q Sref b 
yawing moment coefficient in the stability 
axissystem, C = C  
n , s  n 
yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M /q Sref b 
z , w  
pressure coefficient, ( p-p,) /q 
side force coefficient (body o r  sbbility arus 
system) , y'q 'ref 
side force coefficient (wind axis system) , 
axial force; N, lb 
drag force in wind axis system; N, Ib 
drag force in the stability axis system; N, Ib 
lift force ( stability o r  wind axis system) ; N , lb 
normal force; N, lb 













side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in ( see E) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD ( stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on x-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference p o w  
on y-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference poht  
on z-axis 
rolling moment in the body axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
rolling moment in the stability axis syslem; 
N-m, ft-lb 
NOMENG WLTURE ( coitinued) 
REFS 
rolling moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the b d y  ( o r  slabllity) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis sp lem;  
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the body axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m2; psi 
total pressure; N/m2; psi 
ic pressure; N/m2, psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m2, ft2 
reference area; m2, ft2 
temperature; OK, "6, OR, O F  
speed of vehicle relative to s u r r o u n w  
atmosphere; m/sec, &/see 
SADSqC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL 








tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis: deg 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-2-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
wing dihedral angle; deg 
control surface deflection angle; deg 
p~si t ive deflections are: 
aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
flap - trailing edge dbwn 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
air density; K m3, slugs/ft3 d 





pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X- 
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; deg 
SUBSCRIPTS 
ref 





elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 
wind axis system 
reference conditions 
freestream condition 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 1 BIWIV1 - COMPLETE CONFIGURATION GENERAL AWlANGEElENT 
*. 
FIGURE 2 BIWIVISBl - BODY SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTED 60 DEGREES (RUN 12)  
IGIIRE 3 BLIJ2V1 - CLAY ADDED TO OUTBOARD I4ING PANELS TO 
M O D I N  S P W I S E  TWIST (RUN 16)  

6(a) BIWgl 
O 0  Rudder Deflection (Run 18) 


Figare 9. Drawing of Base Pressure Orifice hcationr 
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HIGH CROSS RANGE ORBITER (02)  
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A I L E R O N  L F F ~ c T I v E N E S S ( B ~ ~ ~ ~ V I )  ( S E E  T A B L E  1 F O R  CONTROL D E F L E C T I O N S )  
o E P E N o E N T  INDEPENDENT P L O T  *Mi-& 
V A R I A B L E  V A R  I A B L E  B E G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
C Y  
C S L  
L / D  




A U H A  
ALPHA 
. - ALEHA- 
A L P H A  
A L P H A  
%# 
- - .- . .- . - - - * - -.- .- -- -.- - -- - --- 
U E P E N o E N T  V A H I A B L E  v S  D E P E ~ o E N T  V A R I A B L E *  P A R A M E T R I C  S T U B V  ( F P D V A R )  
06PEPCf i~ idT  D C P E N U ~ P I T  --YkQT p* - - -- 
V A R I A B L E  V A R I A B L E .  B E G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
HUUOER E F F E C T I V E N E S S  ( B l h l V 1 )  ( S E E  T A B L E  1 FOR C U N T ~ ~ O L  DEFLECTIONS)  
0 E p t t q O E ~ T  V A e I A B L E  Vq I N D L P E N D E N T  V A R I A B L E ,  P A R A M E T R I C  S T U D Y  ( F P A L F A )  
D E P E N D L Q T  I ~ D E P E N u E N T  P L O T  PAW 
V A R I A B L E  V A R I  A B L E  ~ E G ~ N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
C D B  
CLM 
CLN 
C Y  
C S L  









D E P E N U ~ N T  DEPEND€ UT - PLQT -&&a- - 
V A d I A t i L E  V A R I A ~ ~ L E  H E G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
D A T A S E T S  D E P E N D L N T  I N D E P E N D E N T  PLOT PAGE 
P L O T T E D  V A H ~ A B L E  V A R  I ABLE - . B E L ~ N N  hi&- 1 l l b l C L l  N ii 
R U D D L R  F L A R E  E F F E C T I V E N E S S  ( B I I I V ~ ) ( S E E  T A B L E  1 F O R  C O N T R O L  D E F L L C T I O N S )  
O & P E N D E N T  
v A R  I A B L E  
C L  
CD 
C O B  
CLM 
C L N  
c y 
t S L  
L / D  
I NDEPENDE & T  P L O T  PAGE 
V A R I  At3LE H E G I N N I N G  / EN DIM^ 
- - - . - - - - - - - - ----- - . -------- 
ALPHA 15 1 15 1 
ALPHA 1 52 &!a2 
ALPHA 153  1 5 3  
ALPHA 154 -- 11%- 
ALPHA 155 155 
A L P H A  - --...---- --- - 
ALPHA 1 5 7  157  
A L P H A  _ 15B-- 158 
OEPENDF;#T 
VAHI A B L E  
P L O T  P A G E  
gt~LiLblNJNc / 5N 
I C B ~ ~ B  G S C ~ F -  A t W A  - -- --& 
Xc&U28 C L N / H F  ALPHA 1 6 3  1 6 3  
XCBD28 K Y I K E .  -...ALPHA - -- 1 6 4  I b 4  -. - - ---- - 
- - -  






C Y  
CSL 
L I D  
+ t a r  WGE 
B E G I N N I N G  / E N D l N G  
- . -- - -. - -- -- .-- 
ALPHA 165 165 
ALPHA - -- - 4 4 a  
ALPHA 167 167 
ALPHA -140. _ -_  LBb 
ALPHA 169 169 
.ALPHA . - - --LZJL--- . 
ALPHA 171  171 
ALPHA 
- -- 
DEPENDENT VAMIABLE VF DEPCNDENT V A R I A B L E ,  MULT IPL .E  D A T A S E T S  (FMDVAR)  
DEPENPE~uT - QLPENDENT ~~OF--PM- - 
V A k I A B L E  V4HI ABLE B E G I N N I N G  / ENDING 
CL C D  173 173 
C L  - CLM . . -- - .- -- - L 7 3 - - d 1 4  _ - 
CN CLM 175 175 
--- - -- - - - - - - -  - 
O E ~ E N D E N T  V A R I A B L E  Vg ~ N D E P E N O E N T  V A R I A B L E ,  MULTIPLE D A T A S E T S  ( F M A L F A )  
" - . - - - - ---- - - - -- ----- -- 
D A T A S E T S  PLOTTED:  
~cea20 c r ~ n s 2 - -  a m z e  -- .- -- - w -. 
., DCQENOEJM-- -4 NQEPENUENT - -- .-.J~J).F .$q&g-- . - - - - _ - - 
V A R I A B L E  VAK I tABCE B E G I N N I N G . /  ENDING 
. . . . .  .-.-..-.- -- .--. -..--- ... ..-.--..-.--.-... -- 
6;.L ., , ALPHA 176 176 
; ..-,. Yp-CD" . .A.  i:-,.:. .. 
ALPHA 1.7 8 178 
'I 
.ACeKP-- -- -- 1  . p , _ CD8 
. . 
.. C b  :, ., . . . . . . . I - : . . .C~_ :  ..:-- L, ..: ALP- --:..+.-.- 1 7 9  1 7 9  
CLN ALPHA S 8 0  18U 
,j . -L,, "GY --.- , ----. 181 181 
CSL ‘ ALPHA 182 182 
. . .......... .- --- . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . .  -. .-- 
. . . . . . . . - - . . . .  ... .. 
-.....* - - - ... . . .  .... 
RUDDER E R F L A R E  E F F E C T S  ( B l N l V I )  ( S E E  T A B L E  1  FOR CONTROL O E F L E C ~ I O N S I  
U A T A S € T S  P L O T T E D :  
DCL3020 Cc8D ~ 2 . -  .. DCBD.Z&-.- ..----.- .-.- 
.............. 
~ E P E N U E N  a L.Y&CPEUDE+LT PLOT ~1s  --.-- -.- 
V A H l A B L E  V A R I A B L E  B E G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
- -- - 
OEPENDENT V A R I A B L E  V S  I N D E P E N D E N T  V A R I A B L E ,  P A R A M E T R I C  STUDY ( F P A L F A )  
D E P E N o t N T  I N D E P E ~ o E W T  P L O T  P A C E  
VAH I A ~ L E  V A R I A B L E  B E G I N N I N G  / E N D l N G  
- - - ----- - -- - - - ----- 
CL ALPHA 1 8 7  1 8 8  
C D  ALPHA -_  l a g -  --- 1 9 0 -  
CDd ALPHA 1 9 1  1 9 2  
C L M  A L P H A  _ -  193-  - l Y " 4  
CLN ALPHA 1 9 5  1 Y b  
C Y . ALPHA. - . -  - -.---I. - 1 2 4  -.-- .-- - .  
c S L  ALPHA 1 9 9  200 
L / O  ALPHA - 2Ql 2U2 
D E P E N U L N T  D E P E N D E N T -  PLQF PAGE- - 
VAH I ABLE V A R I A B L E  ' B E G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
. - --- - - - - - -  -- ---- 
D E ~ E N O E N T  v A K I A ~ L E  Vg I N D ~ P E N U E N T  V A R I A B L E *  ( F S A L F A )  
D A T A S E T S  D E P E N O t N T  I FIDEPENDENT P L O T  PAGE 
P L O T T L P  VAR I AbLE- - - UH_LBBLL . m N l 4 I - l  
J C 8 0 2 0  ECPI/DH- -- --A Lf'ttA -- -- - --A 2 ~ 4 - - -  ---- 2 t&- - - - 
J C B O 2 0  C S L / D B  ALPHA 2 1  1 2 1 2  
. . . .  ... . lC&OZO CYBLIA--. ---. --AU?H& 
. . . . . . . . . .  - . .  . . 
S I D E S L I P  E F F E C T S ( B I Y L V ~  N I T H  R U D / F L A R E = Z U ) ( S E E  T A ~ L E  1 FOR CONTROL D E F L € C T I O N S )  
- - - - - - 
D A T A S L T S  PLoTTEI ) :  
C C B D ~ O  o c e ~ z e  C C B D Z ~  - - 
' DEPENOENT INDEPENDE WT P L O T  P-A- 
; . ', ,, F." , v A K I A B L E  V A R I A B L E  ~ E G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
- - - -  - - -  -.---- - -  - - ?I . . rq C L  ALPHA 2  1 5  2 1 5  I' - ,,, I . C D  ALPHA - 2 16 - .- -- 2 14 U ~: 
' w  C O B  ALPHA 2 1 7  2 17  
. CLfl ALPHA - 2lk-- -- - 2 . l R -  
c L A L P H A  2 1 9  2 1 9  
C y  . . ALPHA -.. - - --- - 2 0  2p - .. ... - .  
CSL ALPHA 2 2 1  2 2  1 
L I D  ALPHA -222. _ _ 2 2 2  
DEPENO.EN'I UEYENDLWT - p.c;g.~-p~&+. -- 
VAk I ABLE V A H I A b L E  R E G I ~ N I N G  E N D l N G  
... 
- - - - .- - -- - -- -. - -.. .- -- . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. .. . .... 
CL C U  2 2 3  2 2 3  
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  cL . . . . . .  CL1.I .. 22n. - -. -22.!4-... .- 
CN CLM 225  2 2 5  
D A T A S ~ T S  oEPENoENT 
P L O T T E D  V A H  JABLE. 
I N D E P L N D E ~ ~ T  PLOT P GE 
V ~ P l n a L r  - - B E G ~ N N U ~ N G -  -- - - 
- - . - - - - - . - 
- -  - - 
S I D E S L I P  E F F E C T S  ( @ l W I )  ( S E E  TABLE 1 F O R  C O N T R O L  O E F L E C T I O ~ J S )  
- - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - . - - - - . 




C L M  
CLN 
C Y  
C S L  
L / U  
r N D E P E N O E ~ T  -PLOT PWS&- 









- - - - - - . - - 
UEPENDENT V A U I A B L E  v S  DEPENDENT V A H I A B L E B  P A R A M E T R I C  STUDY ( F P D v A R )  
DEPENQENT 
V A H I A B L E  
.- ..pL.QF* ----- 
~ € G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
- - - . 
- - --- - - 
DEPENDENT V A R I A B L E  Vs I N D E P E N D E N T  V A R I A B L E ,  ( F s A ~ F A )  
- - - --- - 4-.- --- - 
U A T A S ~ T S  DEPENDENT I N D E P L N D E N T  P L O T  P A G E '  
P L O T T k D  V A R I A B C E  V A ~ I  ABLE - . dEG dB NLNG f_L?lDl-rJ G-- _ -_ 
ICBOlO CCN/DA ALPHA - - 2 Y O -  - - 3 . 4 O - -  - -- 
I C B D l O  C S L / O B  ALPHA 24 1 2 4 1  
ICB1310 CYPETA - -  . P L P U .  --. 747 747 - 
B A S I C  A E H O O Y N A V ~ I C S ( ~ ~ # ~ ~ V ~ ~  ( S E E  T A H L ~  1 F O K  C O N T R O L  D E F L E c T I O ~ ~ S )  
- -  - -- - - - -  -. - 
U A T A S ~ T S  D E P E N U L P I T  I N o E P E N u E N T  P L O T  P A G E  
P L O T T L O  V A R I A B L E  V A H ~ A ~ L ~  B E G I ~ N I N G  I E M D I N 6  
CC13UBO C L  
C C d 3 8 U  C D  
C C f l D 8 0  CDi3 
C C B i ) B O  CLM 
CCt3080 C L IJ 
C C B 1 ) 8 0  C y 
C C t $ U B O  C S L  
C C ~ J U R O  L I D  
- - - - -. - - 
U A T A S ~ T S  DEPENDE:IT D E P E N 0 E ; J T  P L O T  P A G E  
P L o T T ~ D  ' v A H I A B L E  V A R I A ~ L L  dEGI3NI_U I U Q i N G  
C U  
C L M  
.CLM 
R E P E A T A B I L I T Y  c H E c K ( B I ~ ~ ~ V ~ ) ( R U N S  20 AND ~ ~ ) ( S E E  T A B L E  1  F O R  C O N T R O L  D E F L E C T ~ O ~ S )  
o E P E N o ~  N T  1 - N D E P E N D E ~ T  
v A H I A B L E  V A H I  ABLE 
. . - - 
C L  ALPHA 
C D  ALPHA 
CDB ALPHA 
CLM ALPHA 
C L N  ALPHA 
C'f ALPHA 
C S L  ALPHA 
L / D  A L P H A  
- . - - 
U E P E N D E N T  V A R I A B L E  V S  D E P L N O E N T  V A R I A B L E ,  M U L T I P L E  D A T A S E T S  ( F W ~ V A R )  
OEPENDEMT UEPEWOEWT - - P ~ O T  PA*- 
V A R I A B L E  V A R I A B L E  B E G I N N I N G  / E N D I N G  
WXBULATED DATA LISTING 
A tabula ted data  l i s t i n g ,  consis t ing of a ' l l  aero data sets, both o r i g ina l  
and those created i n  a r r iv ing  a t  the  p lo t t ed  mater ia l  t o  be presented subse- 
quently, i s  avai lable  a s  an addendum t o  t h i s  repor t .  The tabular  l i s t i n g  i s  
made up i n  th ree  sections:  
( a )  a br ief  summary l i s t  of a l l  data s e t s  containing the  i d e n t i f i e r ,  
the  descr ip tor ,  and the  res ident  dependent variables.  ' 
( b )  an expanded l i s t  of a l l  data s e t s ,  containing the  i den t i f i e r ,  
the  descr ip tor ,  the  res ident  dependent variables,  reference 
data,  parameters and respective values, and independent varia-  
b l e  ranges. 
( c )  t he  f u l l  l i s t  of a l l  data s e t s  containing a l l  r es iden t  o r  
se lected aerodynamic coef f i c ien t s  of the  data  s e t s  a s  we l l  a s  
the  above mentioned information. 
The l i s t i n g  i s  cur ren t ly  sent  on l imi ted d i s t r i bu t i on  t o  the  following organ- 
i za t ions  : 
NASA AMES M r .  John Axelson 
NASA LaRC Mr. David Stone 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
NASA MSFC M r .  J i m  Weaver 
MDAc(EAsT) M r .  John Hrenak 
I f  copies of t h i s  l i s t i n g  a r e  desired,  please contact  the,above o r  the  cog- 
nizant'SADSAC personnel who, f o r  t h i s  data, i s :  
Albert  D. Martin 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division 
New Orleans, la. 70129 
DATA 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHAP DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CaMFlGURATl0t.l DESCRPPTIW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCBDIC*  ?4CA:R LSVY 235 Mj?C STS O.SRtO2) BlbJl  TVFTS BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT.  
IDCBDBEIJ MCAIIZ LSYT 2 3 5  MDC STS ORB:OZ) S l H l Y l  B'. 4 0  AILROPI 0 . 0 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  

ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION 
ICCBDIDI  WCAIR LSUT 245 WDC STS ORB (02) 
(DCBDZD) 8 MC41R LSUT 235 WOC ST9 OA8'OL) B i w l  TUFTS 3 5 W i V i  0% 4C BETA AlLRlM 
PARAMkTRIC VALUES 
0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 
0 .000  
REFERENCE INFORMA T I O N  
REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.02.00 FT.  
REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT.  
YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
PAGE 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA S t  SYt480L COWFlCURAYION Q E S C R I P T f O N  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( C E B B S 0 )  L? WCkIR LSYT 235 WDC S T S  GRB(O2)  B l W l  T U F T S  BETA 0.000 E L E V V R  0.000 R E F S  9.5800 S Q . F T .  
(DtCOD2e)I Q MCAIR LSW7 235 MDC STS O R B ( 0 2 )  B l W l V t  O= CO AlLriOM 0.000 R E F L  3.0200 F T .  REFB 3.5400 F T .  
XNRF 4.2210 F T .  
YMRF 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4.0000 F E R  CE 
PAGE 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
DAT4 SET  SYMBOL CONFXGURATIOPI DESCRlPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCBDPO) W C A I R  L S Y ~  235 WDC STS ORE(09) ~ 1 ~ 1  TUFTS BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ZLEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 
(CJfBL)20) 8 MCAXR LSWT 235 W C  ST'S ORB,OZ, ElIWXVl 13, 4 0  9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. AlLRON 0.ODO REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
REF6 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F i .  
SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
LL. 
A N G L E  OF A T T A C K ,  A L P H A *  DEGREES 
CaTA SLY' SYMBOL CONFIGURATXW DESCRIFIICM FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCBDPO)  MCBIR LSWT 2 3 5  MDC ST9 ORB(02) B l W l  TUFTS BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
( o t s o i ? O j  a WCAIE LSwT 23s a D c  sTs m e ( o z l  8 2 w z v x  a:: 4 0  A r L R w  o . O L i o  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XKRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F I .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 1 0  F T .  
SCALE 
B I P S ; >  4D.GO0 4 , 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
P A G E  6 

PAGE 8 
- - -  
DRAG COEFF I C I EWT * CD 
- - 
DATA SET SYMBOL COUFIGURATI ON OESCRIPTIOP~ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 CCBO1U) MCAIR LSYT 235 MDC STS ORB(O2) B i W l  TUFTS BETA 0 .000  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS (DCBDZO, 8 M C l I R  LSYT PSI WC ST3 Qn'BiOE)  B I W l V P  10 AILRON 0.OOO 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  . - 
REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRP O . O O ~ O  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
SCALE 4.00CO PER CE 
PAGE 9 

PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTlON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCBOIO) MCAlR LSUT 235 MDC STS ORB(02) &1Wf ,. TUFTS B ~ S A  0.000 ELEVTR 9.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. CDGB320) MCAIR LSYt f 3 5  WC ST3 028132; e i W ~ \ -  Q. 43 A I L Y O N  0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REF8 3.5400 FT. 
", XMRP 4.2210 FT. YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
P ZMRF 0.6670 FT. @ ( P S I  40.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
. , '  wo . 
i.' . 9 PAGE 11 
1 , ' ,  1 
ANGLE BF A T T A C K *  ALPHA* DEGREES 
DATA SET SPWBOL CObdFIEURATlM O E S C R I F T f m  FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATrON 
tECBD20) PICAIR LSMT 255 MDC ST9 ORB(O2) B f M l V i  B'lOO BCTA 0 .000  ELEVTR 0 .000  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
'(EBDCiZZ; H i l I R  ~ $ 3 7  Z I i  YCC $7. CCS!CLI B l l l V 1 G  AiiRW 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  :zFh 3 . 0 2 0 0  F I .  
4CCIDTU) H C A l R  LSUT 235 NDC STS ORa 102) B l  WIV1SB: RUDDPL 0 . 0 0 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XHRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F r .  
ZWRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 


ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
OAT* S T  SYMBOL CWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETKlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ECBDZB PlCAlR LSUT 235 MDC ST9 ORB(02) B i U b V l  Q.100 BE rA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT .  
AlLNOPl 0 .000  RUDDER 0.000 i E g i  3 .0200 FT.  (CCBD701 0 M C A I R  LSUT 2S5 MDC ST$ cEr?SiePJ BltdlVlSel  RUDDFL 0.000 XMRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  3 5 4 0 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP 0 .6670 FT.  
SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
O A T *  SET SYMBOL COPlFXGLlRATIOn O E S C R I F T I W d  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
(tCOD2Q) S H f A I R  LOLIT 235 YDC STS @?9!02) 81W$vl @ = l O O  BE TA 0 . 0 0 0  E L E V T R  0 . 0 0 0  R E F S  CCCBDSD) 5 W C A I R  L S W f  235 MDC S T S  CRB(O2)  9 2 W I V I G  9.5800 S Q . F T .  
I C C B D 7 6 )  0 W C A I R  LSMS 235 WDC S T S  O R B ( O 2 )  B i W l V l S B l  AILRCP~ 0 . 0 5 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  3.02OU F T .  
RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  3.5400 F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0.0000 F T .  
ZNRF 0.6870 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DsrA S T  91bSB01 COMFICVRATION D E S C R I F T I W  FARAMETRIC VALbES REFERENCE tNFORMAPlON 
CIECBDZO) WCAIR LSMT 2 3 5  MDC ST$ ORB ( 0 2 )  BlGllVl  Q = l O D  i3E l A  0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S Q . F I .  
t e c @ m i ; >  2 P+CP.~R tsgr ass Roc s.5 mz:oz: SitCtviG A~~iim 8.000 RUDDER o.oou REFL 3 . o 2 0 u  F T .  
(CCBD70) O PICAIR L S V I  235 WDC 5TS OAB102) BLWLilLSBl RUbDFL 0.000 REFB 3.5400 F T .  
XMRF 4,2210 F T .  
YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4,0000 PER CE 
PAGE 18 
DATA S E T  Si'WDOL C W F l G U R A T I O M  DESCRIFT IOM FARAMETRIC VALUES R~'FFI?FNTF r N r n t u d  TinN 
-..- .-- -.. -,...-,s-.. 
1ECROZnr 2 MC A X R  19Yf 2 3 9  W C  STS G i t 8 1 0 2 )  BIWlVI. Q=ZfJD BETA 9 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 9 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT .  (CCBDejOj MCAIR LSMT 2 3 5  MDC STS OR1R(02) S?W?VIG AILRON 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  gEFb 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
lCCBO7C)) 0 M C A I R  LSMT 235 ROC STS Ol iB102 )  B IW1VlS8P 
RUODFL 0 . 0 0 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  FER CE 

PAGE 2 3 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, f l  M 
DATA SETSYMBOL CcwJFIGURATloM OESCRIPYfCM PARAWETRiC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
L E C Y 0 2 C b  " *CAiR LSYT 215 BdDC STS CR81403 SlWIV1. Q=JOR Q,O!?CJ ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  Si3,FT. (CCBDffiO) M C A l R  LSWP. 235 MDC ST5 ORB(02) B:b?l\'Zt- AlLRON 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  (CCBOTEI) o WCAIR LSW 235 woc STS m~(r12) B i w i v t s a l  
RUDDFL 0.OGO REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
QIFSF) 1 Q D . 0 0 0  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHA* DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CWFKGURATIW DESCRIPTIOPI FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT1 ON 
( D E B D ~ ~  ) MCAIR LSWT 235 n o c  STS m s t o z )  slt~ivi e= ac BE rn 0.000 ELEVTR O.OOU REFS 9 . ~ 8 0 0  S Q . F T .  
(CCBDSU, 8 W C A ~ R  LSWT 295 WLC STS m;i8icEi Z:i;avl AILNON 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  2:; 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RUOOFL 0 . 0 0 0  
3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XWRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YNRP O.0000 F T .  
ZNRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
B(PBT> 4O.OBO 
PAGE 
PAGE 2 4 
h' I !45 C O K  I CUR AT 6 ON VAR I AT I ON[ W l s V2 1 t SEE TABLE 1 FOR CONTROL DEFLECT IONS 1 
ANGLE 8F ATTACK,  ALPHA* DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMBOL CWFIGWRATION OESCRIPTIOM FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA TlON 
(0CB820)  W C A I R  LSWT 235 #DC ST5 ORB(02) B1WIV1 Q= 4 0  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SB.FT. 
t c c m s o j  WCAIB L S W ~  235 WDC STS ORP(0Zr E I IW~VI  AILRW O.OOO RUDDER 0 .000  igFk ~ ) . O Z D O  F T .  
RUOOFL 0 . 0 9 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XURF 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT .  
YURF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 .6670  F T .  
QtPSFI 4 0 . 0 0 0  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 




ANGLE aF ATTACK, ALPHAP DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMBOL CWFl(iURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE XNFORMATlON 
(DCBDPO) O MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB (02) B tWlV l  Q= 4 0  BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 
ICCBD~O) a MCAIR LSWT 23s MDC STS ~ 6 1 0 ~ )  8 1 ~ 2 ~ 1  9.5800 S0.FT. AILROgd 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 I?EFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUODFL 0.000 REF0 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.667'0 FT. 
4tPSFl 40,000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 2 9 
1. 
1 
- - -  *- - 
DATA ST SYMBOL C(XW=IGURATIW OESCRIFTICPM FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tvcaczc: 2 % c n r ~  LSUY 235 M~)C S f $  WBW?! B I W E V ~  61= 4e 13E T4 O.PO0 ELEVTR R.0WO REFS 9 .5800  SQ.FT. (CCBOS0) a WCAXR LSWT 235 ElDK STS ORB(02) B lWZV1  AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 EErb 3.0200 F f .  
RUDDFL 0.000 3.5400 FT.  XMPF 4 . P 2 1 f l  F t  - - - - - , . 
YMRF 0.OOUD FT .  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  




PITCHING MOMENT CBEFFICIENT, C t M  
DATA SET SyW30L COWFIGUEATrM\d O E S C R i F f I W  PARAMETRIC VALUES ' REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
(OCBOZQJ CJ MCAIR LSWT Z ~ J  w c  STS w=:c'2: 9 : s ~ ~ :  a= 4.j CET4 o.aoo ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5~00 S Q . F T .  
(CCBOSOI D MCASR L S U T  235 MDC S T S  ChQ8102) B I r J t d i  A I L R W  0.000 RUDDER 0.000 ::$ 3.OTOO F T .  
RUDDFL 0.000 3.5400 F T .  XMRF 4.2210 F T .  1 YMRF 0.5050 F T .  ' ZMRF 0.6675 F T .  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
4fP.W) 40.000 I 
1 PAGE 33 
I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPMAo DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELEVTR FARAMETRf C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 @IFSF> 100.000 BETA 0.00U REFS 9.5800 SQ .FT, 
- 15.000 AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.090 REFL 3.0200 FT. REFS 3.5400 
0 0.090 RUDDFL 0.000 XMRF 4.2210 FI. 
FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4.0000 
DATA NJST. CODE V*E:EIF 
FER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS OKBC021 B I W l V I  CKCBD223 04 BEC 70 PAGE 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
srPlEiOL CLEW'PR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 -SO,UDO P(PSF) 100.000 BETA 0.00D REFS 9.5800 SQ-FT. 
D - 1 9 . 0 0 0  AXLAW 0.000 RVDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0.L100 REF5 3.5400 0 0.090 RUDDFL XMRP 4.221 0 FT.  
FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
0b)TA HZST. CODE V e I F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MCC STS 8RBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD223 04 DEC 70 PAGE 3 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA@ DEGREES 
S7*80L FtEVTE FARAHFTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q - 3t3.000 a(FSF) D,ODO REFS 9 .5000  SQ.FT. 
D - 1 5 . 0 0 a  AILRoW 0,OOO RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3 ,0200  FT .  
0 9.009 RUDDFL 0.000 REFB 3 .5400  FT. XMRP 4 .2210  FT .  
IHRP 0 .  DO00 FT. 
ZWAP 0 .6670  FT. 
DATA M I S T .  CODE VIEIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD223 04 DEC 70 PAGE 3 6 
ELEVON EFFECT I VENESSt RUD/FLARE = 01 t SEE TABLE 1 FOR CONTROL DEFLECT IONS I 
hNGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
srYBOI. ELEVTR PkRAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 30.000 PIPSF) 100.000 BETA OrO00 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
C] - 11.000 AILRON 0.000 RWDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 
REF0 3.5400 
0.000 RUDOFL 0.000 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
, 4, . 
EMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST. CODE V*EIF , SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
. ,  v ' - l .  
MCAIR LSWT 235 Mbc STS ORBC021 BlWlVl CKC&E~S 64OEc70 PAGE 37 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYM@OL S L E V T ~  PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- SD.000 e ( P s F )  100.000 BETA 0.550 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
o - r s . a o o  AILROW O.BUO RUDDER o.aoo REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 O.fJ0U RUDBFL O.OO0 REFB 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4,2210 F T +  
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.8670 FT. 
DATA M I S T .  CODE W E I P  SCALE 4.02100 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWf 235 MDC STS ORB1023 B l W l V 1  CKCBD223 04 DEC 90 PAGE 3 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREE$ 
SYMBOL ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 -.iO.OOo PlPSF)  10G.006 E T A  Q.WQ REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
a - 15.000 AILRON 0.000 RUOOER 0.000 
REFL 3.0200 FT . 
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
0 0.000 RUDDFL 0.000 XMRP 4.2210 FT. YMRP 0,0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA HLST. CODE VSEIF 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  IKCBD223  04 DEC 70 PAGE 39 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYP98M ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IJ - 5 0 . 0 0 0  BtFSFI POO.ciBG 6 E T i  D.0GC REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SP.FT .  
- 1S.OUO AILRolr 0.OOrJ RUDDER 0.OL)O REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZHRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
D A T A H I S T .  C M E  V+EIF  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB1021 B lW lV l  CKCBD22J 04 DEC 70 PAGE 411 


PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. C ~ t 4  
SYMBOL ELEVTR FARAPBETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMAtlON 
a - 3o.00~1 ~ ( F S F )  1 o o . 0 ~ 0  BETA o,aOo 
a - 1 5 . 0 0 0  AILRW 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 
0 0.000 RUDDFL 0.000 
DATA HIST. CODE V*ElF 
MCAIR  LSWT 235 MDC SIS ORBt023 B l W l V l  CKCBO221 04 OEC 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT.  
REF0 3.5400 F T .  
XMRF 4.2210 F T .  
YURF 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F  T. 
SCALE 4 .0000 PER CE 
PITCHIME MOMENT COEFFICIENT* CLii 
S'tWBOL E L E V f R  F A R A K T R I C  V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a - aa .00~  P ~ F S F I  i l lO.DO0 s d t ~  3.6130 REFS 9.5~00 SQ.FT .  
- 15,OOO AILROBI 0.000 RWOER 0 . 0 0 0  REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 0.DRQ RUODFL O.ODO REFB 3.5400 F T .  XWRP 4.22iO F T .  
rWRP 0.0000 f T .  
ZMRF R.6670 F T .  
DATA M I S T .  CODE V*.CIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB[023 BlWlVl IKCBD221 04 DEC 78 PAGE 44 
ELEVATOR BEFLECTIBN ANGLE. ELEVTR* OEGHEES 
SYMBOL ALFNA F A X A H E P R I C  VALUES REFERENCE 1 NFORMAVION 
0 - Xl .00G B i F S F )  lOO.LSO(i 3 E T I  C,DCS REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
- 6 . 0 0 0  AILROPg 0.GOO RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  
REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
Q - Q.OO0 RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  XMRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
f& - 4.090 YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T.  ZMRP 0 . 6 6 1 0  F T .  
SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
DATA H I S T .  CODE YsEfF 




DATA M I S T .  CODE V*EIF 
MCAI9 LSWT 235 MDC SIS 8RBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 49 

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR- DEGREES 
SYMBOL AVHA FARAHETRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 6.000 Q(PSFI 100.000 BETA 0.000 
D 
REFS 9.5800 SP.FT. 
6.000 AfLRON 0.000 RODUER O.OC10 REFL 3.0800 FT. 
0 10.000 RUOOFL 0.000 REFS 3.5400 FT. 
h 1P.000 XHRF 4.2210 FT. YNRP C. DO02  FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA ni ST. CODE V*LIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBCOZI B~WI'VI IKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 51 
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DATA t4lST.  CODE V*EfF 
YCAIR LSMT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  (KGB0221 04 OEC 7 0  PAGE 53 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 Bl W l V l  
c: 
i y  8 
1 ,; >3 ''. 
8. ' sb:' ,= 
1 I*, .. > , ' I " >  
8 ,  - - c  1 , I  " 
'[K'CBOZZI 04 DEC 70 PAGE 5$ 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 6.000 41PSFl 100.000 BETA 0.000 
a 1.000 AILRCW 0.000 RUCDER 0.000 
0 10.000 RUDDFL 0.000 
A 12.ooc 
DATA HIST. CODE V*EIF 













CKCBD221 0 4  DEC 70 PAGE 55 - - - A , .  ".' ' /  11 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTRt OEGREES 
SIWBOL A L F M A  FhRAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 14.009 Q(FSFI 100.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.58011 SQ.FT. 
ff i6.OOO AILRW 0.000 RUGDER 0.000 REFL 3.0700 FT. REFB 3.5400 0 18.OOD RVDDFL 0.000 FT. XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
A 2D.006 YHRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0 , 6 6 7 0  FT. 
DATA M I S ? .  CODE VfEIF SCALE 4.00170 FER CE 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC ST'S ORBC023 B l W l V l  CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 5 &; 
I.' i 
8 ,  4 ' ',*, 
. , 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES 
STWBOL ALFWA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 10.OCQ OlFSFI LOO,OOli E T A  0.009 REFS 9.5800 SQ-FT.  
U - 8.000 AILROn 0.OOG RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 - 6.000 RUODFL 0.000 REF0 3.5400 F T .  XMRF 4.2210 F T .  
A - 4.000 YMRF 0.0000 F l .  
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
DATA H I S T .  CODE V*EIF  SCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
PCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 BlWlVI DEC' 70 PAGE 
MCAIR tSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 B I W I V I  CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 58 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE9 ELEVTF?, DEGREES 
SVRBOL ALPHA FARAMETRPC V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 6.000 2 ( ? 8 C l  1 0 0 . 9 0 "  BFTA 0.QPD 
B 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.  
8.000 AICROM 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER G.000  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 10.0D0 RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
A 12.005 XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
D A T A M I S T .  CWE V*EIF SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE: 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 81W1V1 tKCBD223 04 DEC 70 PAGE 59 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR* DEGREES 
SYMBOL LLLFHA PARAE~ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C ~ 4 . 0 0 O  etFSF1 100.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9 .5800  SQ.FT. 
i 6 . 0 ~ 0  ma~nar o.oao RUQDEC 0 . 0 0 ~  KEFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 18.GoD RUDDFL O.GOO REFB 3.5400 FT.  
A 20.000 XMRF 4.2210 FT.  YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0 .6670 FT.  
DATA HIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE TNFORMATION 
8 - 10.030 B(FSF) 100.000 BETA 0 .  060 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. II - 8.li)DW AILROW 0.090 RUDDER 0 . r l O O  REFL 3.0200 FT.  
C1 - 6.000 RUDDFL 0.000 REFS 3.5400 FT.  
A - 4.000 XMRF 4.2210 FT.  YMRF 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
DATA UlST. CODE VeEIF SCALE 4.0000 PER C E  
WCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS 0R81021 B I W l V 1  IKCBD221 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR. DEGREES 
SIMBOL ALFWA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 6.000 Q(FSFJ 100.000 BETA O.OOD REFS 9.5800. SQ.FT. 
a 8.000 AILR4N 0.000 RUDDER 0.OI)O REFL 3.0200 F T'. 
0 10.000 RUDOFL 0.000 REF0 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.P210 FT. 
A 12.0oO YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4 ,0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD223 04 OEC 70 PAGE 63 
ELEVATBR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTRs DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFWA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a XA.COl3 s(i;SF) XOO.POD BETA 0 .000  REFS 9 .5800  SG.FT. 
1 ~ . 0 0 0  A I L R ~  o.ooa RUODER o . 0 ~ 0  REFL 3 .0200 FT.  
0 18.llOO RUODFL 0 .000  REFB 3 .5400  FT .  
A zo.000 XMRF 4 . 2 2 2 0  FT. YMRP 0 .0000  FT.  
LMRF 0 .6670  FT .  
0.411 M I S T .  CODE V*E:EIF SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
MCAIf? LSWT 235 MDC STS URBC021 B1WlV1 CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 64 
.d 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTQt EEGREES 
STWBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q -1B.OOR B P S E )  100,OOCE BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
a - 8.500 AILROiW 5.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.  REF0 3.5400 FT.  
0 - 6,000 RUDOFL 0.000 XMRF 4.2210 FT.  
A - 4.0GD YMRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
SCALE 4 .OD00 PER CE 
DATA M I S T .  C M E  V*EIF 
SYMBOL ALPHA 






Q(FSFI i00.(1!30 BETA 0.000 
A l L R W  (1.000 RUDDER 0.000 
RVDDFL 0.000 
DATA M I S T .  CODE V S I F  









SQ.FT .  
F T .  
F T .  
FI. 
F Y .  
F I .  
PER CE 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES 
S171801 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES 
0 REFERENCE INFORMATION 6.000 P(PSF) t00.000 BETA 0.000 
n REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. a.ooo AILROII O.OUO R U D O ~ R  o.aeo REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 10.000 RUODFL 0.000 REF8 3.5400 FT. 
A 12.000 XMRF 4.2210 FT. YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
' F b  DATA MIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 2 3 5  MDC STS ORB1021 B l W l V l  CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 67 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTIBN ANGLE* ELEQTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFHA F A k A M T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE 1NFOR.MATION 
0 64.C300 BbFSF) 100.00B BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
0 % 6 , 0 0 0  AlLRCW O.OOW R u ~ B L R  U.OD0 REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  FT. REF0 3 . S 4 0 0  6 iS.OG0 RVDDCL 0 . 0 0 0  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  F T .  
A 2 0 . 0 0 0  YMRF 0 , 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  FY. 
DATA H I S T .  CODE V%IF SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTRI DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 -1O.OGO QiPSF) 100.000 BETA U.000 REFS 9.5600 SP.FT. 
- 8.000 AILRON 0.000 RUDOER 0.QoO REFL 3.0200 FT. 
O - 6.000 RUDOFL 0.000 REFB 3.5400 FT. XMRF 
A - 4.000 
8.2210 FT. 
YHRP O.OOD0 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE WEIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR  LSWT 235 MDC STS 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 2 1  B lWIV l  CKCBC221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 69 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE9 ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYPIBQL ALPHA FARAh'ETRfC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
Q - 2 . ~ 1 0 0  Q(F$F) 100.000 BETA 0 .000  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F T .  
a 0.000 AILROM 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0 .  0 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  FT. 
0 2 . 0 0 0  RUDDFL 0.CIOO REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
A 
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  
4 . 0 0 0  
F T .  
YHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T. 
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA H I S T .  C W E  VirElF SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  FER CE 
MGAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS 8RBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 70 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELE\'TR, ZEGREES 
SIWBOL ALFWA PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
n 6.000 @(?SF> ~OO,OOQ BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
a 8.000 AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 3.0200 FT. 
0 10.000 RUOOFL 0.000 !:El 3.5400 FT. 4.2210 FT. 
A 22.000 YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA nKsT. CaDE V K I F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR  LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBCO2l BLWlVl  CKCBD221 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 7 1 
ELEV.ATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR. DEGREES 
5YM80L ALFHA , FARAMETRLC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAfION O 14,000 e(FsF) tQB.OOP BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ . Ft?. 0 1 6 . 0 0 0  A ILRON 0.000 RUDDER O.OOG REFL 3.0200 F T .  
V lC.000 RUDDFL 0.000 REFS 3.5400 F T .  
A 20.0cIo XHRP S.221R F T .  YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
OArA M I S T .  CODE V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
M C A I R  LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 BlWlVl CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 7 2 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDG STS 8RBt021 BlWlVl CKCB0221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 73  
ELEVATQR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1NFORNATION 
Q - 2.000 Q(FSF) zoo.ooo BETA 0.000 REFS 3.5800 SGI.FT. 
0 0.000 AILRW 0.000 RUDDER 0,000 REFL 3,0200 FT. 
0 2.000 RUDDFL 0. PO0 REFB 3.5400 FT. 
A XMRF 4.221 0 4.000 FT. YHRP O.OOL10 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4. OOtiO PER CE 
MCAIR LSVT 235 MDC STS 6RBC023 B l W I V l  CKCBD221 04 DEC 70 PAGE 7 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 6 . 0 0 0  P(PSFJ 1 0 0 . 0 0 0  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  
a 
REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SB.FT. 
e.000 AILRON O.OGD RUCCER 0 . 0 ~ 5  REFL 3. a 2 0 0  F T .  
0 1 0 . 0 0 0  RUDOFL 0 . 0 0 0  REF6 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
A lt.OOO 
XHRP 4 . e e l o  FT .  
YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  FT.  
ZMRP 0 .6670 F T .  
DATA HIST.  COO€ V$EIF SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 B l W l V l  CKCBD223 04 DEC 70 PAGE 7 5 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SIYBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 14.OPV QIPSFJ 100.000 BETA 0. DUO REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
16.000 YlLRON 0.000 RUDDER f! .DO0 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
O 18.ODO RUODFL 0.000 REF6 3.5400 FT. XMRP A z0.000 4.2210 FT. YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA H15T. CODE V N l F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB1021 B l W l V l  
I 





, I \  I'. 
'r ,: ik ,; :, " 
A N G L E  OF A T T A C K *  ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYWBCN. ELEVTR FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 3D,G00 Ci(FSf) 9 0 , 0 0 0  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F T .  
a - 1Fi.DGO AILROM 0 . 0 0 0  RUCDER - 2 , 5 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 0.000  RUODFL - 2 2 . 5 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F 7 ,  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YHRP 0.OUOO F T .  
ZWRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA H I S T .  CODE V M I F  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
M C A I R  LSWT 235 MEC STS ORBCC21 B l W l V I  CKCB831 I 04 DEC 70 PAGE 80 
A N G L ~  OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYWBOl ELEYTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 3 0 . 0 0 0  4(FSF) 9 0 . 0 0 0  BETA 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
L - JS.CG0 AZLRQPI 0.noO RVDPCR - 2,SPO REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 0 . 0 0 0  RUODFL - 2 2 . 5 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YHRP o.ooao FT.  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA MIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 BIW l V l  CKCBD313 04 DEC 70 PAGE 81 
ANGLE ClF ATTACK*  ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELEVTR FARAMETRlC VALUES REFERENCE 1NFORWATION 5 -3O.OOU Q)(PSF) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
n - is.ooo A ~ L R ~ F I  0.000 RUDDER - Z . $ O O  REFL 3.0200 F T .  
o o.oaa RUDOFL - 22.500 REFB 3.5400 F T .  
XMRF 4 .2210  FT.  
YMRF 0.0000 FT.  
ZNRF 0 . 6 6 9 0  FT.  
DATA HIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
r- 
e e , , '  , 
,> 
.: 7 , 1  , ..* 'C . 
WCAIR LSWT 235 MDC ST'S ORBC021 Bl W l V I  CKCB0311 04 DEC 70 PAGE 83 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
SIMBOL ELEVi'R PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 30.090 PtFSF) 90.000 BETA U.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
- 1 5 . 0 0 0  AlLROAI 0 .096 RUDDER - 2.500 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 0.000 RUDDFL - 22.500 REFS 3.5400 FT.  XMRF 4.2210 FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 FT .  
Z M R P  0 .6690  FT.  
DATA f l fST .  CODE V*EIF SCALE 4 .  0000 P E R  CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBCO21 B l W l V l  CKCBD313 04 DEC 70 PAGE 84 
,,,:& 'h - -
. I * , .  
. (.. 9 
ELFY ON E b X :  i VENESS (RUD/FLARE=-2 0 1 [SEE TABLE 1 FOR CONTROL DEFLECT IONS I 
. l o  ' 1 .  













ANGLE OF ATTACK' ALPHA* DEGREES 
SVMBOL ELEVIR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 0 - 30.000 ofP$FJ 90.000 BETA 0.000 REPS 9.5800 
REFL 
SQ.FT. 0 - 1 1 . 0 0 0  AILRON 0.000 RUDDER - 2.100 
0 
3.0800 F t .  





ZMRP 0.6670 F t .  
DATA WST. COO€ V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC S T S  ORBC021 BlWlVl  "':::1: C K C B D 3 l l  04 DE 70 
0 .." 3.4 .;:;: 'b:+; d&g-;u AGE 85 
18 I 
' 1 1  . @ I  I I I  I , ,  , , ,  , , ,  , , ,  , , ,  , , )  , , r  ,, r l ,  I 1 . 1  . , ,  . , ,- 
-- 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* OEGREES 
S Y M B ~  ELEVTR PARAHESRIC VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R N A T I O N  
8 - ZD.GDC ~ ~ ( F s F )  sz.on5 @EYE a .mo REFS 9.5800 S Q . F T .  
D -15.000 A I L R W  0.000 RUDDER - Z.5UO REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 0.000 RUDBFL - 2 2 . 5 0 G  REFB 3.5400 F T .  XHRP 4.2210 F T .  
YNRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMqF 0.66r0 F T .  
DATA H I S T .  CODE VrPEfF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
YCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC023 B l W l V l  CKCBD313 04 DEC 7 0 PAGE 86 
I 
ANGLE OF A T T A C K ,  A L P H A *  D E G R E E S  
SYMBOL ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
t) - 9 0 . 0 0 0  QtFSF)  9 0 . 0 0 0  BETA O.OGV REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT.  
U - iS.0Ui3 A I L R W  0.000 RUDDER - 2 . 5 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 0 . 0 0 0  RUBDPL - 2 2 . 5 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0.000CI F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA HIST.  CODE V4rEIF SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 BIWlVl CKCBD31 I 04 DEC 7 0 PAGE 87 
I 
DRAG CCEFFICIENT, ca 
SYMBOL ELEVTR FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 3 0 , 0 0 0  BIPSF)  90.00G BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 , 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
n - 2 S . 0 0 U  A I L R W  0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER - 2.500 REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDFL - 2 2 . 5 0 0  REF5 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA nrst.  C ~ D E  V*E;EIF SCALE 4 .oooo FER CE 
% A I R  LSWT 235 MDC STS BRBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD313 04 DEC 70 PAGE 8 8 
R 
n,: L:: PITCHING MCIMENT COEFFICIENT 0 CLM 
SIMBOL ELEVTR F A R A ~ T ~ I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
0 - 10.000 e(PsF) 90.ODO BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5606 SQ.FT. 
C] - 15,000 AILRON 0.000 RUDDER - 2.504 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 0.000 RUDOFL - 2i?.500 REF6 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
7MRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS QRBC023 B l W I V l  CKCBD311 04 DEC 70 PAGE 89 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MQC STS ORBC021 BlWlVl IKCBD3 1 I 04 DEC 7 0 PAGE 90 
1 -$& 
,,, t". ':> ' 
- 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTIdN ANGLE# ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q - 10.000 e ( P S f )  90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SB.FT. 
0 - 6.000 A I L R C ~  0.000 RUDDER - 2.SPO REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 - 6.000 RUDDFL - 22.500 REFS 3.5400 F T .  
A - 4.000 XMRP 4.2210 F T .  YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZHRP 0.6670 F T .  
DATA HXST. CODE W E I F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS 0RBC023 BlWIV1 CKCBD3I 3 04 DEC 70 PAGE 9 1 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SIYBOl ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 2.000  Q(PSFP 9 0 . 0 0 0  BETA 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  Sq.FT. 
d O.UOD AILRON, O.UUO RJDBLR - e . 3 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F I .  
0 0 . 0 0 0  RUODFL - 2 2 . 5 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  FT.  
A 4.000  
XHRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  FT.  
O A T A ~ I S ~ .  CODE WEIF SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 B l W l V l  CKCBD31 I 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 92 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR* DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 6.000 Q(FSF) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SP.FT. 
tl (1.000 AILRUN G.OGG RiZiEZ - 2.3SG REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 10.000 RMDFL - 22.500 REF0 3.5400 FT.  XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
A LL2.000 YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
D ~ T A  nrsr .  COOE V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD311 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 9 3 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
14.000 OtPSFJ  90.000 BETA 0.000 
" 0 LB.000 RUODFL - 22.500 
, . A no.000 
DATA ~i&. toDE V l E I F  
. - 
'  AIR LSWT 235 M ~ C  STS ORBt021 BIWlVl 
J - I  L 
REFERENCE IFIFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 S a g  T .  
REFL 3.0200 F T .  
REF0 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
CKCBD31 I 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 94 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTRI DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFWA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 1 0 . 0 0 0  OIPSF) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SP.FT. 
0 - 8.000 AZLRCN 0.000 RUDDER - 2.500 REFt 3.0200 FT. 
0 - 6.000 RUOOFL - 22.506 REF6 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
A - 4.000 YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6610 FT. 
DATA MIST. C ~ E  VMIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR iSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD3.11 04 DEC 70 PAGE 95 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION 
symacx A L F ~ A  PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a - 2.000 O~PSFI !  SO.POO BETA 0.000 
a 0.000 AILION 0.000 RWOER - 2.500 
0 2.000 RUDDFL - ZP.500 
& 4.000 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  
ANGLE* ELEVTR. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.6800 SQ.F;T. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REF6 3.5400 FT. 
XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
7nRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.667 0 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE '. 
CKCBD311 04 DEC 70 PAGE 96 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS BRBC021 BlWlVl  C KCBD31 I 04 OEC 70 PAGE 9 7 


ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFMA PARdMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q - 2.000 PtFSF) 90.000 BETA O.OL10 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
9 0.000 AILROW O.000 RUOOt-R - &.$OD REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 2.DQO RUDDFL - 22,500 REF8 1 .5400  FT. 
A 
XNRF 4 .2210 F T .  
d.DD0 YMRF 0 .0000  F I .  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
omrA HIST.  coo^ V ~ I F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MEAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 Bl W l V l  CKCB0311 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 100 

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES 
JYMDOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE PNFORMATION 
0 14.000 P(PSF)  90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.  
ie.000 A ~ L R C W  D.OOC KUDCER - 2.saa REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 18.000 RUDDFL - ZZ.SO0 REF6 3,5400 F T .  
A 20,090 XMRF 4.2210 F T .  YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
DATA M I S T .  CODE V K I F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC0.21 BlWlVl  CKCBD313 04 DEC 70 PAGE 102 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLEe ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SPt880C ALPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
C) - i0.!300 f2tPSF) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SB.FT.  
t3 - S.O~O AXLRGW 0.oGG RUDDER - 2,500 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
O - 6.500 RUODFL - 22.5G0 REFB 3.5400 F T .  XMRF 4.2210 F T .  
A - 4.000 YMRF 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F 1. 
DATA MIST.  CODE V9EIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
KCAIR LSWf 235 MDC STS 6RBC021 BIWlV1  IKCBD311 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 1G3 
Sl'MBOt ALFNA 




ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR, OEGREES 
FARAWETRIC VALES REFE 
90,000 BETA 0.000 REFS 











4.2230 f T .  
0.0000 FT. 
0 .6670  FT. 
4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 104 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR, DEGREES 
STWBOL ALPHA PARAKTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 6.000 OtFSFJ 90.000 BETA 0.000 
u 
REFS 9.5800 SP.FT. 
6.000 AILROW 0.0510 RUDDER - 2.500 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
O 10.000 RUDOFL - 2 9 . 5 0 0  REF6 3.5400 FT. 
h 12.000 XMRF 4.2210 FT. YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA WIST. COPE V M l F  SCALE 0.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB1021 BlWlVI  CKCBD31 I 0.4 DEC 70 PAGE 1 a5 

ELEVATBR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR. QEGREES 
SVPSJOL ALFHA FARAMETRYC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O - 1 0 . 0 0 0  QCPSF) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
n - 5.000 A I L R ~  0.000 RUDBER - e , j o o  REFL 3.0200 F T .  
O - 8.000 RUDDFL - 22.500 REFB 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.2210 A - 4.000 FT. YURF G.00OG F I .  
ZURF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA H I S T .  COPE V K I F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
ECAIR iSWT 235 MDC STS 0RBC021 B l W l V l  CKCBD311 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 107 

ELEVATOR DEFLECIIQN ANGLE* ELEVTH* DEGREES 
5 Y M W L  ALPHA FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 6.0017 Q(FSF1 90.0GU BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 
n 
SB.FT. 
B.0DO A I L R W  O-OOD RUJBZR - E . S B B  REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 10.OL30 RUQDFL - 22.SOO REF8 3.5400 FT. 
A lZ.00U XMRF 4.2ZIO FT. YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CQOE V O E Y F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
LSWT 235 MDC STS 8RB1021 B l W l V l  EKCBD3 1 I 04 DEC 70 PAGE 

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAWETRIC VALUES REFELENCE INFORMA TION 
0 - 10.OPO Q(PSFJ 90.000 B E M  0.000 REFS 9 .5800  S4.FT. 
0 - 8.000 A I L R W  0.000 RUDDER - 2.5QO RPFL 3 .0200 FT.  
0 - 6.000 RUOOFL - 22.500 REFB 3.5400 FT. 
A - 4.000 XMRP 4.2210 FT. YMRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
D A ~ A  HEST. CODE VHIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
M C A I R  LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC023 B l W l V l  CKCBD311 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 111  
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTRe DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFRA PARAMETRXC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 2 .000  e ( P s F 1  90 .000  BETA 0 .000  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT.  
fi G.tJO0 AILROPU O.GfiC RliJDER - 2.501) REFL 3 .0200  FT. 
0 2 .008  RVDBFL - 22 .500  REFB 3.54110 F T .  
A X M R F  4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  4 .000  YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 .6670  F T .  
DATA M I S T .  CODE V S I F  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS 088C021 B lWlV l  CKCBD31 I 04 BEC 70 PAGE 112 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR* QEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
B(PBF1 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
A I LRW 0.000 RUDPER - 2.500 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
RUDDFL - 22.500 REFB 3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4 .2210  FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRP 0 .6670  F T .  
DATA MIST. CODE V+EIF SCALE 4 .0000 PER CE 
235 MDC STS ORBt02.l BlWlVl CKCBB311 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 113 
ELEVATOR BEFLECTIBN ANGLE0 ELEVTR* DEGREES 
S Y M a M  ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 14.000 ~ ( P S F )  SD.ODO BETA o.ooa REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
iJ l t r . ~ 0 0  AILRQN O.0OO RrieDER - E.9t36 REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  FT .  
0 18.000 RUDDFL - 22.550 REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  FT. XMRF 
A 2o.000 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT. YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  FT .  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT .  
D A T A  H I S T .  COOE V K I F  SCALE 4 .OOOO PER CE 
MCAZR LSWT 235 MDC STS BRBC023 B l W l V l  CKCBD311 0 4 D E C 4 0  PAGE 114 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR* DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFMA PARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 10.000 O(P8F) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
- 13.000 AIL101 0.000 iiUDOLR - 2.5DW REFL 3.0100 FT. 
0 - 6.000 RUDDFL - 22.500 REF8 3.5400 FT. 
A - 4.000 XMRP 4.2210 FT. YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA n ~ r r .  CODE V*EIF SCALE 4.0i1oa PER CE 
VCAIR LSWT 235 MDC S T S  3RBC023 B l W l V l  
' V  , I *I., , , , " "  ' "  " 
. J I . 
'! . L. ' "  . ' I ; Kl' 
CKCBD313 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 115 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAWETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - 2.005 P(PS 9O.OOG BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 .5800  
E 
SQ.FT. 
D.05O AILR D.500 RL@OeR - 2.503 REFL 3.0200 FT .  
0 2.005 RUDDFL - 22.505 REFB 3.5400 FT .  
A 4.500 XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T. YWRF O.OD00 F 7. 
ZMRP 0 .6670  FT.  
DATA H f S T .  CODE VlErF  SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS BRB1023 BlW1V1 CKCBD31 I 04 DEC 70 PAGE 116 
X A I R  LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 B l W l V l  ( ~ ~ ~ 0 3 1 1  04 DEC 70 PAGE 117 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTRP DEGREES 
SYWDQL ALFWA F A R A M E T R l C  VALUES REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
0 14.000 O t F S F )  90.000 BETA 0.00U R E F S  9.5800 S Q . F T .  
D 16.000 A I L R ~ M  0.0Uti ttLiilDZ2 - E . 5 i i O  R E F L  3.0200 F T .  
Q is.00B RUDOFL - 22.500 R E F 0  3.5400 F T .  
A zo.ooo XWRF 4.2210 F T .  YNRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
0 . 4 ~  UIST. CODE V*EIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
P C A I R  LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBi021 BlWlVl CKCBD313 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 118 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTI~N ANGLE* ELEVTR, DEGREES 
STMBOL ALPHA FARAIIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O - 10.000 o~PsFJ 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SP.FT. 
D - 6.000 A1LRON 0.000 II15DLZ - 2.5OG :::: 3.0200 FT. 0 - 6.000 RUOOFL - 22.500 3.5400 FT .  
A - 4.000 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST. CODE V&IF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PICA I R  LSVT 235 MDC STS ORBC 02 I Bl.W.1 V 1 CKCBD313 04 DEC 70 PAGE 119 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTRv DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAWETRI C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8 - 2.000 QiFSF) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
3 D.OC0 AZLROM U.LIEIG, I?EDDEl! - 2.5QQ REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 2.000 RUDDFL - 22.500 REF0 3.5400 FT. 
A 4.000 XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA M I S T .  C O ~ E  WEIF SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELEVTR, DEGREES 
S Y M 8 0 L  ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 6.000 PlPSF) 90.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 
0 
9.5800 SQ.FT. 
8.000 A I L R Q I  0.000 RVODCR - 2.360 
' 1 3.0200 F T .  0 10.000 RUDDFL - 22.500 3.5400 F T .  
A ~2.00f f  4.P2t0 F T .  YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZHRP 0.6670 F T .  
DATA U l S T .  C W E  V S l F  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 







ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELEVTR* DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q(PSFt 90,000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SP .*s . 
AILRON &OdO RUDDER - 2.900 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUOOFL - 22.S00 REFB 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. " 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
- SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
CKCBD31 I 04 DEC 70 PAGE 122 
DATA MIST. CODE V#IF 
235 MDC STS ORB1022 B l W l V l  
LLI 
C 
5! ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
s%OL O ( P S F )  FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERESEE INFORMATION 
o 90.000 WTA 0.000 ELEVTR - 15.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
AILRON 0.000 RUDDER - 2.50U REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUDOFL - 22.500 REF6 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
Z MRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA ~ 1 3 ~ .  COOE *P SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
SlrW&4t AILkOBd PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE f NFOR14ATIOM 
t-3 0 .000  QfPSS) 100.D00 BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
f: B 4 , C 5 t i  ELEVTS - i S . C ! Q C l  RLJOPER 0,0DD REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 6  REF0 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRP 4 . 2 Z I L i  F T .  
YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 6.667'0 F 7 .  
D&TA M I S T .  CGQE V M  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIQ LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 B l W l V l  CCCBD332 04 DEC 70 PAGE 127 

ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SlMQI& ABPLWW PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a 
REFERENCE PNPORMATlON 
0 . 0 9 0  611858) dOO,Qe7L5 DEIA 0 ~ 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q , F T .  
a I5.000 L?BEVIR - 49.CIOE1 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F 1 .  
RUDBFb 0 , 0 0 8  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRP 4.2210 F T .  
DATAWISP. C O D E  VBE 
YMRP 0.01105 F T .  
L M R P  0 . 6 5 7 0  F 7 .  
SCALE 4.0BOO PER CE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA$ DEGREES 
SIWBCPL AILRG34 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.!300 (d(PSF1 100.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SB.FT. 
i 3 , 0 0 0  BCGVTR - 15.00,5 EiifiiEiF C.DGC REFL 3.0200 FV. 
RWDFL 0.009 REF6 3.5400 F T .  XMRB 4.2210 F f .  
YMRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
DATA M I S T .  CODE V*E SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBCOZI BlWlVl I CCBD33 3 
i 
04 DEC 70 PAGE 133 
I 
DRAG COEFFICIENT* CO 
STW80L AILRQII PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 OfPSF) 100.000 B E T I  0.000. REFS 9.3800 SP.FJ. - 
n, 15.000 ELEVTR - 15.000 RWOER 0.060 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUDDFL 0.000 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
I [ ! p  +" YMRP 0.0000 FT. , x Z RP 0.6670 FT. 
8 .  
I O A T A M ~ S T .  CODE VK SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
L / _  
I?. n I  
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBC021 Bl W l V l  
7" ! 





D V W t l O l  AILRk3M P A R A M T R I C  VALVES 
a 0.000 B f P S F )  100.000 BEPA 0.000 
a 15.000 ELEWTR - 1S.fJOU RUBOER 0.OB5 
RUDDFL 0.000 






S Q . F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
PER CE 
MCAiR LSWi 235 MDC ST5 6881021 B l W l V l  CCCBD331 04 DEC 70 PAGE 135 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC ST§ ORB[021 BlWZVl CCCBD331 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 136 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL R W D E E  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ri.ri00 ~ ~ P S F )  ~OU.OOO BETA O.Oe7O REFS 9.4800 SB.FT. 3 ?C.C3C ELEVTE oac09 A ~ L R ~ M  R.ORD REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUDDFL 0.009 REFB 3.5400 F T. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA M I S T .  COOE VtE*A SCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
M C A I R  iSWT 235 MBC STS ORBCO21 BlWlV1  Q=100 CECBD201 04 DEC 70 PAGE 137 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL RWOER FAWAFBETRIC VALUES REFERENCE lMFORMAI1ON 
a 0.0g0 Q(PSFI  100.000 BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F T .  
0. EO.OOO ELEVTR 0.i500 A:iRG% C.COC REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  REF6 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA MIST. CODE V*E*A SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MBC STS ORBC023 BlWlVl  Q = l O O  CECBD201 04 DEC 7'0 PAGE 138 
1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL RWOER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 f3.000 B(FSF1 100.0015 BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.Ft. 
E eo,ooo ELEVTR G.BGC A X L Z ~ J  Z.SCC REFL ~ . a 2 o o  F T .  
RVBDFL 0 . 0 0 0  REF5 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 6 0  f T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 9 0  F T .  
DATA H157. CODE V**& SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWY 235 MOO STS 9RBC021 B l W l V l  Q=100 CECBD201 04 DEC 70 PAGE 139 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
@ Q,DOL1 B(PSF1 100.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
O 2Q.000 ELEVTR 0.004 AILPSW J.1900 R E F L  3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RUVDFL 0.000 REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XWRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F  I. 
YWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZWRF 0 . 6 5 1 0  F T .  
DATA M I S T .  CQDE V8E4-A SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAfR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt023 BlWlVl Q=!OO CECBD203 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 140  
ANGLE 8F A T T A C K ,  
P A R A M E T R I C  W A L E S  
QCPST) 100.GOD B E T A  0.000 
ELEIITR 0.0SlO A I L R M  0.UOO 
RVDBFL. 0.000 
DATA M I S ? .  CODE tf*E+.5 
235 MBC STS BRBCQ21 B l W l V l  Q=100 
A L P H A  I DEGREES 
R E F E R E N C E  I N F O R M A T l O N  
R E F S  51.5800 SGI.FT. 
R E F L  3.02110 F T .  
R E F B  3.5400 F T .  
XHRF 4.221 0 F T .  
YNRF 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
CECBDZOI 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 141 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL RUDDER FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
(1 o.0m QWSF) 100.00~) BETA 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F T .  
D 2o.ooa ELEVTR 0 . 0 ~ ~  AILRON F .  WIO HEFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  FT. 
RUDDFL 0.000 REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XNRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YNRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F  T .  
ZNRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
OATAUIST. CODE V*E*A SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  FER CE 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB1021 BlWlVl  Q = l C O  CECBD201 04 DEC 70 PAGE 142 
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA, DEGREES 
SVMBOi. RUDDER FARAWETIilC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.00g B ( F 3 f )  100.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9 .5800  SQ.FT. 
D 20.000 ELEVTR 0.000 A I L R W  O.EID0 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
RUDDFL a.000 REFB 3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4.2210 F T. 
YMRF D.OO0R F T. 
ZMRF 0.6670 F T. 
DATA HIST. CODE VZEQA SCALE 4 . O D 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS BRBC021 BlWlV1 Q=lOO tECBD201 04 DEC 70 PAGE 143 
I 

DRAG CBEFF I C IENT* CD 
SINSOL RLFDOEF? PARAWETRPC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 4(FS&) 500,000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. C 2O.Qo0 EhEVTR Il.000 h i i S & %  D.DOC REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RWEJFL 0.000 REF6 3.5400 FT.  
XMRF 4 .2210  FT.  
YMRF 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0 .6670  FT.  
DATA M I S T .  CODE (I*C*A SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 NDC STS ORB1021 BIWlV! Q=100 CECBD203 04 DEC 70 PAGE 145 
I 

PITCHING MOMENT CQEFFXCbENTe CLM 
SVWBtX RWDEYI F A R A W T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE lMFORMATION 
8 O,OOCI B(F$F) l00.0110 BETA 0.0110 REFS 9.5806 S Q . F T .  
E 20.000 ELEVTP 0.01111 A I L R W  0. 0110 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
R W D F L  0.000 REF6 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6676 F T .  
DATA H I S T .  C O E  V K $ A  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
NZA:Q LSWW 235 MDC STS BRBCBt3 B l W l V l  O=lOO CECBD201 04 DEC 70 PAGE 147 
..A 
Q ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, OEGREES 
S%BOi 4IPSP)  PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE IMFORMATfON 
8 10O.gQO BEYA 0 . 0 0 9  ELEVTR 0 ,000  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F T .  
b I L R M  0.00G RUDDER 9. CILIO HEFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RUQDGL 0 . 0 0 0  REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T. 
YMRP 0.0DOO F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA MIST. CODE *P SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL B 1F.SFI FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATTON 
0 l00.009 BETA 0.00G ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S B . F I .  
AILROM O.S)dD RUDPER 0.0LO XEFL 3.0200 F T .  
RIIDDFL 0.050 REFB 3.5400 F I .  XMRP 4.2210 F T .  
YMRF 0.OOOD FT .  
ZHRP 0.6670 FT .  
DATA M I S T .  C M E  *P SCALE 4.0000 PER Cf: 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC SSS ORBID21 & l W % V l  Q=!OO IICBD203 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 149 
ANGLE OF ATTACKp ALPHA* DEGREES 
Q 1PSF) FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
100.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT.  
A I L R W  O.OL10 RUDOER 0.500 REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F Y .  
RUDDFL 0.000 REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRB 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATAHIST.  CODE *F SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
F$IRAF$ETROC VALUES R E F E R E N C E  I N F O R M A T l O N  
QLPSF) 40.000 BETA O.Or30 R E F S  9.5800 S Q . F T .  
CLEVTR C.OOC A!Lf?C@! @.@CD R E F L  3.0200 F T .  R E F B  3.5400 F T .  
RUDDER - 2.500 XMRF 4,2210 F T .  
YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA trXST. CCIOE V N * A  
235 MDC STS OR81021 B l W l V l  Q= 40 [ DCBD283 04 OEC 70 PAGE 151 

MEAIR HSWT 235 MDC STS OR81023 BlWlVl  Q= 4 0  IDCB0283 04 DEC 70 PAGE 153 








a a.  000 
MCA IF? LSMT 
9 
t . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA0 DEGREES 
PAWAWETRPC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATXON 
O ( F S F 3  40.500 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 .SGI.Fr. 
ELEVTR 0.500 AILRM O,CIOO REFL 3.0200 F T .  REF0 3.5400 FT.  
RCWDER - 2.500 XMRF 4.2210 F T .  
YMRF 0 .0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
D A l l A  M I S T .  CODE V * E * A  
235 MBE ST% ORB1023 BlWlVl  0= 4 0  EOCBD281 04 DEC 70 PAGE 155 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q(FSF) 40.000 BETA 0 .000  
ELEVlR G,SOU I I L R W  3.000 
RUDDER - 2.550 
DATA l4PST. CODE V e * A  
235 MDC STS ORBCOZ! B l W l V l  Q= 4 0  CDCBD281 04 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 .5800  SCL.FT. 
REFL 3 .0200  FT .  
REFB 3 .5400  FT .  
XMRF 4 .2210  FT .  
YMRF 0 .0000  FT. 
ZHRF 0 .6670  FT.  
SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
DEC 70 PAGE 156 
KCAIR iSWT 235 MDC 70 PAGE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
S Y M B M  RVDDFL FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATrON 
Q - 22.5Cd0 BlPSFI  4 0 . 0 0 0  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  
a 
SQ.FT.  
n,ooa ELEYTR O . ~ O U  A I L R ~ ~  D.Wt40 REFL 3 . a z o o  F T .  
RUDDER - e,soo REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  FT .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  FT.  
DATA nlsT. CODE V**A SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
PICAIR bSWT 235 MDC STS QRB(O21 B l W l V l  Q= 40 CDCBD281 04 DEC 70 PAGE 
'I 
B l W l V l  Q= 40 CDCBD283 04 DEC 70 PAGE 159 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFIClENTe CCM 
SVP080L RWQFL PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE lNFORHATION 
6) - 22.900 Q ~ P s F )  40.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
a 0.000 LLEVTR 0.000 AILUOM o.000 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
RUODLR - 2.500 REFB 3.5400 FT.  XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
DATA NIST. CODE V*EIP.A SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
~7ls00i RWDFL PARAP3ETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q - 22.5Otl BfPSF)  40.00G BETA 0. GOO REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  
a 
SQ.FT. 
o.000 ELEVBR o.oao AILROW O.OOU REFL F T ,  
awooew - z .sm REFB XMRP 
FT .  
4 . 2 2 1 0  FT. 
YMRP 0 .0000  FT. 
ZMRP 0 .6670  FT. 
DATA WlST, CWE Q O E W  SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
YEAIR LSWi 235 M 8 &  SIS ORBC023 B l W l V l  Q= 40 CQCBQ281 04 OEC 70 PAGE 161 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYWDCA- b) P S F I  PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 4 0 . 0 0 0  BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.OOU REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F T .  
AIL%% Q.QOll T(VDf3Fh - S8,SOP REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T ,  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA MIST. CODE *P SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
"CAIR LSWT 235 MCC STS ORBCQ2) B l W l V l  Q= 4 0  C IC80283 04 DEC 70 PAGE 162 
1$. 
BCWIW kSWl 235 MDC STS BRBC023 BlWlVl  Q= 48 C ICE30289 04 DEC 70 PAGE 163 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS 0881021 BlWlVl Q= 40 C ICBD281 04 DEC 70 PAGE 164 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA OEV SPMBOL CWFPGUWATIW OLPSCRIP?IG# PARAMETRIC VALUES RFFFRFNrF lNFnnMd?rnh& 
- - .- - .  -.,.-,*-.. 
tECLFkP20E MCAIW LSWT 235; BIDC STS CPRB(O2) B I W I Y L  B=160 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 
tCCB828, '11 EBC41R LSMT 235 MDC STS WB(02)  B tWlV l  9.5800 SQ.FT. 
( C C B D Z I  1 O MCAIR LSUl  239 MDC STS CJR@(VZJ f l lkd iv l  4ILRW 0.000 RUDDER 0,000 I?EFL 3.0200 F I .  
RUDDFL 0.000 REFS 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 F I .  
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
ANGLE OF A T T A C K *  ALPHA( DEGREES 
$VWBOL CWFIGLIRATIW OESCRIPTEOW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O WCAIR LSVT 235 WDC ST$ ORB(O2) B i W i V l  BZiOO BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0,000 REFS 
3 WC4IR LSWT 235 WDC ST$ ORB(02) B l W l V l  9.54300 SQ.FT. 
0 W C W I R  LSWT 215 ncc svs a 8 c o z r  s t w i v t  AlLRCN 51.000 RUDDER 0 ,000  !:[: 3.0200 FT. 
RUDDFL 0.000 5.5400 F T .  XMRP 4 .2210  FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6G70 FT. 
O lPSF)  100.000 SCALE 4 .OD00 PER CE 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA*  DEGREES 
DATA ,%EX SVW$OL COWPIGURATIOhi DESClilFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ECWBE))  a W E A I R  LSUT 235 noc STS m e c o z )  s iwrv l  a=soo a€ TA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S P . F T .  
l C C E ? Z B )  2 FlCAXR LSM? 235 WPC ST$ O P i B ( O 2 )  @ P M $ W l  1ILRW O.900 RUDDER 0.900 REFL 3 .0200  FT.  ( C C B D 8 4  > O M C A I W  LSWT 235 WDC STS ORB(02) E l W I t l l  RUDDFL 0.000 REFB 3 . 6 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4.2210 FT.  
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.15670 FT. 
P(PSF> XOO.0OD SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCKVFI&VRATIOM DESCRlFllOPi FARRHETRIC V ~ L J E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ECBDZQ) 0 ( ITAIR LSWT 235 WDC STS OWBLOP) BPW! V i  8=100 BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 
(CdBD2e) 0 W C A I R  LSWT 239 HDC STS ORB(02) BLWlVi 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
1CCBDZ.O) 0 HCAIR LSPlT E35 MGC STS C%?B:Z3: E?51tV: AILRON 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  i zFb  3.020D F T .  
RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XNRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YHRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
O I P S F I  1 0 0 . 0 0 9  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
-. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMBOL C W F i t V S A T f M  DESCR1PTPe)d PARAMETRIC VALGLS REFERENCE IMFORMA TION 
(ECBUb?O$ ha RCAIW LSYT 239 MDC SBS ORBlOC) B i W l V I  Q=lOD BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 
( C C B D B B )  D WCA!K LSWT 235 WDC STS 0+?8(021 B l V l V I  9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
(CCBDZe) O WCAlR LSVT 235 W i  ST5 G S 1 C B I  t31Utb': AlLRON 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  gEFb 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RUDOFL 0 . 0 0 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 2 0  F T .  
YMXF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA# DEGREES 
OAFA SET SYM501 CWFliPjLIRATIW OESCRIPTIW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IMFORHATIOM 
LECBOZO) a ~ s c ~ i n  LSWT 239 WDC STS m~at~i2) siwiv i  a-ltao BE VA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. (CCBDZS t 2 WCelR LSWT 235 WDC ST5  C)R13(02J &fWIVI A I L 4 W  0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER 0,00D :$: 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  tccewra, o M C A I R  LSVY 295 MDC STS CMIBCDZI  B I V ~ V I  
RUOOFL 0 . 0 0 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRP 4 .2210  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  FT.  
PLPSF) 100.000 SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  FEU CE 
PAGE 171 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA*  DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C W F I G U R A T I I W  DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE II\IFORHATION 
( ~ ~ 0 ~ 2 0 )  o UCAIR LSWT ess woc srs mscoz) s x w i v ~  a=loo BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S Q . F T .  
fCC&D25 J D F I C 4 l R  FSWT 235 WDC STS ORB (02) B ? W l V l  4 IkROM 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 :EFk 3.0200 F T .  CCCBD211 O UCAIR LSWT 235 WDC BTS OWB(Oc1 BlwZvr 
RUOOFL 0.000 3.5400 F T .  XMRF 4.2210 F T .  
YMRF 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
PAGE 172 
DATA S T  SYMBOL CMFPGilKATlCFhI DESCRIPZ IOM FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lECBbsZ0) Cl MC'AIR LSUT 235 MDC S T 3  O3BfOPf BlWiVl Q=iO0 BETA 0 .000  ELEVTR 0 .000  REFS 
(CCODZB > MCAIR bSWT 235 MDC S T 9  ORB IO2D BlWlVl 9 .5800  SB.FT .  
(CCBD.24) O W C A I R  LSWT 234; MDC S T 3  ORB(0Z) B l W l V l  4 ILRON 0 .000  RUDDER 0 .000  EEFb 3 .0200  F T .  
RUDDFL 0 ,000  XMRF 3 .5400  F T .  4 .2210  F T .  
YMRP 0 .0000  F T .  
ZMRF 0 .6670  F T .  














PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET S'IWBBF CQBdFI6i;x"ATiON DESCRIPTION FARAMTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ECBDZO) 0 EsCAfR LSVT 235 MDC ST9 ORB(02) 8lWlVP B=lOO BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0 .000  REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
6  CCBDZI ) WCAlR LSW7 235 WDC STS ORQ(O2J BiWlVl  ATLROM 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REF!- 3 .0200 FT.  6 C C B D Z 4 )  WCAIR LSUT 235 MbC STS ORB(OL?l C I l W I b ' l  
RUDOFL 0.000 REFB 3 .5400  FT.  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT. 
YMRP 0 .0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
BtPSFt 100.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 174 
DATA S T  SINSOL C056FSbU44TIW OESCRIFTIOW PARAMETRIC VAL&; REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PECBDBO 9 W C A I R  LSIdT 235 WDC ST9 ORB(02) B l W l V l  Q=lOCI BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 
( C C 8 9 2 S I )  MCABR LSMT 235 WDC STS &RD[021 BllUlVl  9 .5800  SQ.FT. 
(CCBDSre, 0 MCAIW LSMT 235 M0C STS C 9 t 0 2 '  S I M ? Y l  AILROM 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3 .0200  FT.  
RUDDFL 0.000 REF8 3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4 .2210  FT. 
YMRF 0.6000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
WfPS5) 100.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER t E  
PAGE 175 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWFI6URATION OESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFFRFNCF 1 Y F n D Y A T I n U  
-.-. -..- .-- -... -.,.,- ,.-.. 
cpceoro~ MCAIR LSWT 23s MOC STS WB(OZ) P ~ Y I V S  a= 40 BE TA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. (FFpOlZ, 8 MCAIR LSWT 2 3 1  MOC STS 0118(09) B l Y l V l  ALLRON 0.000 RUOOER 0.000 ~~~~ 3.0200 Ff. 
(UCBDZIt 0 MCIlR L S W  295 HDC STS O;i8:321 DIUIV? 0' 4 0  RUOOFL 0.000 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. - 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 176 
A N G L E  OF A T T A C K *  A L P H A *  DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMB61. CWFXGURATIW OESCRIPTPOP1 FARAMETRIC VALuiS REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(OCBQ20) Q MCAPR L3MT 235 CBDC ST$ OBBdDZ) B l W l V l  B: 40 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SL3..Fr. 
(CCBDJ2) CI @FAIR LSUV 235 WOC STS ORB(02I B l W S V l  AILRON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 :$: 9.0200 FT. lDCBO25)  0 FICAIR LSMT 235 ClDC S T §  O(BB1BZJ B l b # t V i  6?= di: 
RUDDFL 0.000 3.5400 FT. XWRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
B d P S F )  40.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYMBOL CORIPIGVRAT~ON DESCRIFTION FARAMETRI C VALUES REFERENCE lMFORMATION 
lDCBD20J Q WCAIR LSWT 235 MDC ST$ ORB(02) B l W l V l  Q= 40 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 .5800 SQ.FT. 
( C C I D 4 t b  3 WCAIR LSW? 235 MDC STS ORB(02) B l W L V l  A l L R O h l  $.OD0 RUDDER 0,000 !:$ 3.0200 FT.  
lOCBW28) O MCAXR LSMT 235 NDC STS W P ( 0 2 )  B t W P V i  (is 40 RUDDFL 0.000 3 .5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT.  
YMRF 0.a00o FT .  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
PlPSF)  40.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHAS DEGREES 
DATA S T  SVMEQI.. COWFPGURATIW DESCiiIFf lDM FARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tDCBO2Ol MCAPR LSWT 239 WDC STS W B ( 0 2 )  B l W P V i  Q= 4 0  SET4 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
( C C B D ~ Z ~  ~ C I I  LSMT 239 wcc srg W B ~ P Z I  BIMIVI AIL'?@! a . 0 0 ~  RUDDER 0 .000  :E;k 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
CDCeSe32.93 0 MCAIR LSbl? 235 WBC STS O R B t O 2 f  B l V L Y ?  8' 4 0  
RVDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  XNRF 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  4 . 2 2 1 0  F T ,  
YMEF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZNRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
O tPrsFI 40.0DO SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
DATA S T  SYPPBOI. COhdFXGURATIOM DESfRlPTfON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tOCBDLO) 0 MCAIR LSMZ 235 MDC STS W B ( 0 2 )  B i W l V f  Q= 40  
(CCBD32) H C A ~ R  LSVT 235 MDC ST$ ~ B ( U Z )  ~ 1 ~ 8 ~ 1  9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  CDCBOZb, H C I I R  LSWT 235. HDC $19 C%8iCIZI t 3 l b f i V l  @a .kc 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
Q I P S F )  40,OOG SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
PAGE 180 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA ST SYMBOL C(~;UFXGL~??ATIW DESCREPTIOM FARAMETRIC VALUES 
(DCBDZD) 0 M E A I R  LSUT 235 MDC ST$ ORD(021 B1W1V1 B= 40  BETA 0 .000 ELEVTR 
tCCSD32) MCAIR LSWT' 239 M0C ST$ M B ( O Z 1  BlMSWl 
( U C B D ~ ~ )  WCIIR LSWT 235 MDC $74 OR1(Sif!i E l W i i i i  a= 4 0  AlLRON 0.000 RUDDER 
RUDDFL 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORHA T I  ON 




9 .5800 SQ.FT. 
3 .0200 FT. 
3 .5400 FT. 
4 .2210 FT. 
0 .0000 FT. 
0 .6670 FT. 
4.0000 PER CE 
A N G L E  8F A T T A C K ,  A L P H A ,  D E G R E E S  
OAT* sEP:Srs(BOL C W F I G U R A T Y a  DESCRlPTlON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(3)CdlDZO) O MCAIR LSVT 235 WOC ST3 ORB102) B1WlVl Q= 4 0  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9.5EO0 SQ-FT. 
ICCB032)  D WCAIR LSWT 235 WDC ST5 ORB(0ZJ B l W l V l  A I L R W  0.000  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 9  EzFk 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  lDCBD2B) 0 MCAlR LSWT 235 WlDC STY ~ S g I l i B l  B i S i V l  e= 4'2 
RUODFL 0 . 0 0 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
EMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  Fg. 
B(P$FJ 4 0 . 0 0 0  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  FER CE 
PAGE 182 
1. 
A N G L E  €IF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SWiSOI, CWFlGLIRATIOW DBSCRIPTIW FARAXEYRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tDCBD20 1 RlCAlR LSWT 235 CIDC STS WB(O.2) BlWiVl fd= 4 0  BETA 0.000 ELEVYR 0,000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
(CCBB3P3 W C % I R  LbWI e15 YDC SPS ORB(02) BIUiV1 AILRON 0,000 RUDDER 0.D00 3.0200 FT.  
CDCBDPd) 0 M C A I R  LSVP 235 WDC $73 ShQB(021 B1WlV1 P= 4 0  
RUOOFL 0.000 3 . 5 4 0 0  FT.  XMRF 4 .2210  FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
B (PBFP 40.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCPMFlGUIPATI(SM DESCRIPT ION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(OCBD20) MCAlR LSWT 2 3 5  MDC STS ORB(02 )  B l W l V l  B= 4 0  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 
I c c B o * ? ?  E c A I *  L s w  wDc srs m s ( 0 2 1  m w l v l  
(DC$OZ$, MCAIR LSWT 235 WDC STS ORB(OZ) 8 1 ~ 1 ~ 1  0: 4u @TLnW @,BOD RUDDER 









SQ.FT .  
F T .  
F T .  
FT.  
F T .  
F T .  
PER CE 
PAGE 184 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENTv CIM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CBWFICVRIYLOM OESCRSFTIM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE XNFORMATfON 
(DCBD20) 0 H C A I R  !SWT 235 WDC ST$ OIRB(02) B l W l Y l  (d= 4 5  BF TA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
cccea:z> 2 wccnu ~ s ~ s  235 YDC ST$ O R B ( D Z ~  B ~ W P V Z  ALI.BCP+ 9.~19r3 RUDDER o.000 [EFb 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
(DCBPZBI 0 M C A I R  LSWB 235 MDC STS (XiB(02) @ ? W l Y 1  5: 4 0  
RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 , 6 0 7 0  F T .  
5 (?SF1 4 0 . 0 0 0  SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
PAGE 185 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SIMBOL CmFIbURATIOI I  DESCRIPTIW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DCBDZO) MCAIR LSWT ~ 3 5  MDC STS 011~(02) ~ z w i v t  Q= 40 BIT rr o.ooo ELEVTR o.000 REFS 
C C C ~ J P ?  8 WC*IR LSUT 255 WPC STS ORB(02) B l W f V l  9.5800 SQ.FT. 
(DCBDZbJ 0 MCAIR LSYT 2 1 5  MDC STS ORB(O2) B t  W i V l  Q= 4 0  ~ ~ ~ R C I N  0.000 RUDDER 0 . 0 ~ ~  3.02  FT. 
RUDDFL 0.llOU 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT. ' 
YMRP 0 .0000 F T .  . - 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 186 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
s r ~ ~ j a  BETA FAWAPJETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT1 ON 
a O.OC0 OlPSF) 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.JROD SQ.FT. 
r? 5.008 A l l . ? O h !  0.000 RUDDER 0.ODO REFL 3.0200 FT.  
o 6 . ~ 0 ~  RUODFL o.ooa REFS 3 . 5 4 0 0  FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT.  
YMRF 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
DATA MIST. C W E  VOE SCALE 4 .OD00 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS BWBt.021 B l W l V l  CCCBD203 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 187 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAPPON 
0 0.000 e(FSF) 100.000 ELEGlTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
a J.DO0 AiLROQl O.GJE RZDSER S.ODC REFL 3.0200 FT. 
0 6.000 RUDOFL 0.000 REF9 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.2220 FT. 
YMRP o.oono FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIS?. COCE V.% SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
V C A I R  LSWT 235 MCC ST§ bRBC023 B l W l V l  CCCBD201 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 188 
I 
ANGLE OF A T T A C K *  ALPHA, DEGREES 
BE HA PARAWETWIC V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . 0 9 0  Q ~ P S F )  41.008 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F I .  
3 , 0 0 0  A K l , i ? a  0.60L: n"'&38% C. 033 REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
6.000 RmDSL 0.000 REF0 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 2 0  F T .  
YWRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  FT.  
Zbt R F  0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA M I O V .  CmE V$E SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
IW LSWT 235 MOC STS 0281021 BlWlVl  ICCBD201 04 DEC 70 PAGE 189 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYWBOL L3ET.4 FARAHKTRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 D.OOD Q(F3F) 10r).O00 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
n J.LIOD AILROM o . a w  rvlloe~ O . J ~ I ?  REFL 3 .020~1  F T .  
0 B.E1DD RUDDFL 0.000 REFS 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE w c ~  SCALE 4 .  0000 PER CE 
MCAZR LSWP 235 MDC STS ORBC029 B l W l V l  t C C B D 2 0 1  0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 190 
A N G L E  OF A T T A C K *  A L P H A *  DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA FARAMTRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1 NFORMATION 
0 0.000 B(P9F) 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 .5800  SQ.FT. 
a 3.000 A l L R W  O.OUO RUZ)DEW 0. 608 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 6 .000  RVDDFL 0.000 REF0 5.5400 FT. XMRP 4 .2210  FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.  
DATA nxsf.  CODE VM SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
YEAIR bSWT 235 MDC STS 8RBIOZI B Z W l V l  CCCBD201 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 191 
I 
I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
SIBIBM. BETA FARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMbTfOM 
GI 0.0~0 B(PSF) ioo.o~ci ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S O . F T .  
J.Q~O AILRW O.UDo FiLiiiC~Eii O.E1% REFL 3.0200 FT. 
o 6.000 RUDDFL o. oiia REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0 .  0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA HIST.  CODE V*E SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
M C A I R  LSVT 235 MDC STS O R B C 0 2 1  B l W l V l  C C C B D 2 0 1  04 DEC 70 PAGE 192 
AhGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
srwe~s, BETA PARAPBETRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0,oOo O(P3F) 40.005 E L E V l R  0.000 REFS 9.5000 S Q . F T .  
a 3.01D P.IILRW 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 @,DOC3 RUDDPL 0.0610 REFS 3,5400 F T .  XHRP 4.2210 F T .  
YMRP 0.0005 F T .  
ZHRP 0.6670 F T .  
O I T A  M I S T .  COO& V* SCALE 4 .0000 PER CE 
PAGE 
ANGLE OF A T T A C K *  ALPHA@ CEGREES 
S O L  B E l A  FARAMETRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.0m Q ~ P S F )  100.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S Q , F T .  
if; 3 . ~ 0 l i   AIL^^ O.QL~S ; !~sz . s  n.mn REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 8.00G RUOQFL 0.800 R E F 8  3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4.2210 F T .  
YMRF 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  




0 6 .  ODD 
MCAIR LSWT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VAI-ES 
QfPSF) 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 
A I CRON O.UOG i i i i j~z i i  o.ooa 
RUDDFL 0.00D 
235 MDC ST% OWBC023 B l W l V l  CCCBD201 04 DEC 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REF!. 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 F T. 
XMRF 4.2210 FT.  
YNRF Cl. 0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
7 0  PAGE 19'5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA9 DEGREES 
SlWBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMA TXON 
0 O.OD0 DfkSF) 100.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 
a 
9.5POO SQ.FT. 
3.000 A I L R W  0.000 RUDDER O.OCI0 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 6.000 RVDDFL 0.000 REFB 3.5400 FT.  XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0 .6670  F T. 
DATA HIST. CODE V8E SCALE 4.00130 PER CE 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBIB29 B l W l V l  ICCBD203 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 19E 
- - 
A N G L E  OF A T T A C K 0  A L P H A 9  DEGREES 
SVMt30L BETA FARAME?RlcT VALUES 




S Q . F T .  
G.Gi lO  RMDEX O.90f2 REFL 3.0250 F T .  
0 6.00Q RUDDFL 0.000 R E F 0  3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4.2250 F T .  
YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZHRF 0.6670 F T .  
DATA MIS?. CODE V*E SCALE 4 .  OOOU PER CE 
CCCBD203 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 197 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL BEIA PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I3 Q.006 O(FSF) 1 0 0 . 0 5 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
a 3.900  blLROaM 0 . 0 0 0  RVDDER 0 . 0 0 5  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 6 . 0 0 6  RWDFL 0 . 0 0 5  REF0 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T. Xt.IRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F 1 .  
ZHRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA nfs i r .  CODE VM SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS O2Bi021 B l W l V l  CCCBD203 04 DEC 70 PAGE 198 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL BE VA PIRAWETRf C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT1 ON 
0 0.000 4 t F S F J  40.000 ELEVPR 0 .000  REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
12] 3.000 ?r!LRW 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 0.000 RUDDFL 0.0UO REF8 3.5400 FT.  XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP 0.6670 F?. 
DATA HIST. CODE VOE SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
M C A I W  LSWT 235 MDC ST5 ORBC021 B l W l V l  CCCBD201 0 4  DEC 7 0  PAGE 199 
1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA, DEGREES 
SVMBaL BETA PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE lNFORMkTlON 
a 0 . 0 0 0  4 f F S F )  10i?.OrjO ELEYTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  
D 
S Q . F T .  
S.3QQ ASLRCN OC1,OVD RUBDER 0 . 0 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  FT.  
0 6 . 0 0 0  RVDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  REFE 3.54013 FT.  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT.  
YMRF 0 .  00130 FT.  
EMRB 0 . 6 6 7 0  FT.  
DATA I4lST. COUE VsE SCALE 4 .  0 0 0 0  PER CE: 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC ST$ ORBC021 BlWlVl  CCCBD201 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 2 0 0  
ANGLE OF ATTACK0 ALPWAo QEGWEES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
d 0.000 BiPLF)  40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 .5800  SQ.FT. 
a 9.@00 .QILROM 0,000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 6.QOD RUDJFL 0.000 REFB 3.5400 F T. XMRP 4 ,2210  FT.  
YMRP 0 ,0000  FT.  
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.  
O A T 4  MIST. CODE V*E SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
FCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS 0881021 BlW1VI ICCBD201 04QEC70 PAGE 201 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SVMSOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IMFORNATION 
0 G.000 e(FSF-1 10O.OOO ELEVfR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S Q . F I .  
a 3,.100 AILPPFI 0 . 5 0 0  RUDDER 0 . 0 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
0 6 . 0 0 0  RUDDFL 0 . 0 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YNRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA U l 3 T .  COOE V*E SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
ECA!R LSWT 235 MDC SPS ORBC021 B l W l V l  tCCBB203 04 DEC 70 PAGE 202 


PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, C L M  
SIMBOL BETA FAEWPOETWIS VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
f9 0.000 Q(PSF) 40.000 ELEVVR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
a 3,000 AILROM 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 6.00O RVDDFL 0.000 REFB 3.5400 F T. XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.  
DATA H I S T .  CODE V4rE SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSW? 235 MDC STS ORBCC21 B l W l V l  ECCBD201 04 DEC 70 PAGE 205 

PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
SVBOBOL BETA FARAWEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1NFORMATPON 
tf a.000 P(PSF) 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
0 S.tlO0 A1LRW 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 6.090 RWDFL 0.000 REF@ 3.5400 FT.  XMRF 4 .2210 FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 FT.  
DATA MIST. COBE V*E SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
YCAIW LSVT 235 MDC STS ORB1821 B l W l V l  CCCBD201 04 DEC '70 PAGE 207 
I 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
STIBOL. P I P S F )  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI ON 
0 40.000 ETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.Ft. 
AILRCN 0.000 RUODER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUDDFL 0.000 REF6 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA nIsT. CODE *P SCALE 4 .OOOO PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC S T S  ORBC023 B l W l V l  I JCBD203 04 DEC 70 PAGE 209. 
I 
SYMBOL BCPSF) REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$I loo.OOG BETA 0,000 ELEVTR 0.000 
A I LROW 0.000 RUOOER 0.000 
RUODFL CI.000 REF$ 3.5400 XHRF 4.2210 
QWTA H I S T .  COVE *F SCALE 4.0000 
M,"A!R LSWT 235 MCC ST§ CiRBC021 B l W l V l  CJCBD201 0 4 D E C 7 0  PAGE 210 
II. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
srBP~30L. Q P S F )  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 4t3.000 @.ETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
b J LRW 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUDCFL 0.000 REFB 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 FT .  
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA MIST. CODE *p SCALE 4.0000 PER C E  
MGAIR LSWT 235 MDC ST5 ORBf.021 B l W l V l  C J C B D 2 8 3  04 DEC 70 PAGE 21 1 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
BVEdBOL @ffF:b> FAWAMEYRlC VALVES REFERENCE IhFORMATION 
Q 4 5 . 0 0 ~  s ~ m  0.005 ELEVYR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
A 3 LRW 6.000 K U 3 3 E E  6.530 REFb 3 .0200  FT. 
RLl.IDBFk 0.005 REF6 3.5400 F T .  XHRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
DATA nls?. CODE 3~ SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
rCwI2 LSWT 235 EDC §IS ORBC021 BlWlVl  CJCBD201 0 4 O E C 7 0  PAGE 213 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
STNBOL 61tFSFJ PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 8.oo.DQ9 BETA 0.0DO ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ,FT. 
ABLRORe O.OllF3 RU9OER G.0CC REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RVDDFI. 0.00U REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
X M R F  4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YNRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .. 
ZMRP 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA MIST. C m E  *P SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA, DEGREES 
3VP;IBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1 NFORMATI ON 
- J.OZ1La B(P9F)  40.000 ELEVTW 0.000 REPS 9.5800 SQ-FT.  
9 O.JUt3 AXbAuW 5 .00a  Rl4QES - Z,40P REFL 3.0200 FT.  
0 3.000 RUDDFL - 22,900 REFB 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT.  
YNRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP 0.6670 FT,  
BATA MIST. CmE V$E SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MBC ST5 8 R B I O 2 1  B l W l V I  TUFTS C C C B 0 3 0 1  0 4  DEC 7 0  PAGE 215 
I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
SPBBSla BETA F A R A M T R I C  VALUES 
8 - 3.OOEd B(PSF)  40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 
a Ci.QD0 AILROW 0.000 RUDDER - 2.900 
0 J,Cd00 RUDDFL - 22.500 
DATA M I S T .  CODE V*E 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 S Q . F T .  
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REFR 3.5400 F T .  
XHRP 4.2210 F T .  
YWRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRF 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
A N G L E  OF ATTACK,  ALPHA,  DEGREES 
SIWBOb BETA FAWAMETRIC VALUES R E F E R E N C E  I N F O R M A T I O N  
Q - 3.000 ( P t P S F )  411.000 E L E V T R  0.0110 R E F S  9.5800 S Q . F T .  
a o.wGt3 AILRW 0.BGC WLQ3EI - ?.5LT11 R E F L  3 .0200  F T .  
0 $.a00 RVOoPl - 22.500 R E F B  3.5400 F T .  XMRF 4 .2210  F T .  
YYRP 0.0000 F T .  
Z N R F  0.6670 F T .  
DATA n I s T .  CWE WE SCALE 4.0000 P E R  CE 
Y C A ~ R  ~ S w r  235 NOG ST§ 08BC023 B l w l v !  T U F T S  CCCB0301 04 OEC 70 PAGE 217 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES ai 
.s 
STYBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA T I  ON 
a - 3.000 P(PSFJ 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 S ~ . F T .  " 
0 0.000 AILRW4 @.CEO fiiiCOER - 2.503 RSFL 3.0200 FT .  
0 3.000 RWDFL - 22.500 REF6 3.5400 FT. XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. - 
ZWRP 0.6670 FT. 
' DATA HIST. CODE V*l SCALE 4.0000 PER FE L 
C A I R  LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBCO21 BlWlVl  TUFTS CCCBD303 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 218 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
S Y W B M  BETA PARAWETRIC VALUES 
O - 3.000 B(PSPJ 40.000 ELEYTR 0.000 
fl O.OO0 AILRW Li.li00 R S C E R  - 2.500 
0 3.000 RWDFL - 22.500 
DATA HIST. CODE Y*E 
RCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBE021 B l W l V l  TUFTS CCCBD301 04 
REFERENCE INPORMATION 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
,. REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REF5 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
D E C 7 0 .  PAGE 2 1 9  
YCAIR LSWT 235 MDC SIS OWBt021 B l W I V I  TUFTS CCCBD301 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 228 
ANGLE OF ATTACK@ ALPWAD DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA FARAHETRIC  VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
13 - 3.DOU B(PSF) 4O.OZlZl ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 
a 
S Q , F T .  
Si.Gcill alLWW 0.009 4U-oEE9 - 2%53Q REFL  3.0200 F T .  
0 3.000 RVDBFL - 22.300 R E F 0  3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4.2210 F T .  
r n R P  0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP 0.t670 F T .  
D A T A  N l d T .  CWE V*P: SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MBC STS OWBC021 B l W l V l  TUFTS CCCBD303 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 221 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
STWBOL BETA F&RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - t.000 OWSF) 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.  
a I.SJ0 A t L R W  0.900 RVDPSR - 2.500 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
0 4.000 RUDDFL - 22,SOO R E F 0  3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4.2810 F T .  . 
YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZMRF 0.6670 F T .  
DATA n f s r .  C ~ O E  v c  SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 B l W l V l  TUFTS tCCSD301 04 DEC 70 PAGE 222 
I I (. ; ' "h 
a!. 
SYM80L BETA , 
0 - s.000 
n 0.000 
0 3. ooa 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
PlPSF) 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 
AILROOI G.000 RSCZR - 2.59s 
RUODFL - 22.100 
REFERENCE INFORMA rlON 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
RE FL 3.0200 FT. 
REFB 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 PT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 BIWIV1 TUFTS tCCBD303 04 DEC 70 PAGE 223 

MCAIS LSWT 235 MBC ST5 ORBIQ23 81WlV1 TUFTS iCCBD303 04 DEC 70 PAGE 225 
SYOBCX 4 t F I F )  PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D 4El.WO0 BETA - 3 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 . 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT.  
AXLROW 0 . 0 0 0  RUDDER - 2 . 5 0 0  REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
RUgaFL - 2 2 . 5 0 0  REFE 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  XHRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
Z14RF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
OAKW W l S T .  C m E  *F SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  FER CE 
MCAZR LSWT 235 MDC STS ClRBC021 B l W l V l  TUFTS C ICE30301 04 DEC 70 PAGE 226 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
$V3433a  P 9 P I  FARA'HETRIC W A L E S  
4zj.000 Bern - 3.000 ELEVTR 0.000 
AILKC4 0 . W  RWRER - 2.500 
RUQDFL - ZZ.500 
REFERENCE INFORNATXON 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.  
REFL 3.0200 F T .  
REF8 3.5400 F T .  
XMRP 4.2210 F T .  
YWRF 0.0000 F T .  
ZWRF 0.6670 F T .  
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAiR LSWP 235 MDC STS OR81023 B l W l V l  TUFTS C ICBD301 04 DEC 70 PAGE 227 
ANGLE CJF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
9 1 M W L  61BFSF) P A R A M E T R I C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 40.0100 BETA - 3.000 E E V T R  0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.  
R I  LSmI O.0OO RUDDER - 2.500 REFL 3.0200 F T .  
RWBPL - 22.500 REFE 3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4.2210 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZMRP 0.6670 
DATA U d S T .  CODE l.P SCALE 4. OUOO 





ANGLE QF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
QiFSF) 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
APLRW 0.GPO REFL 3.0200 FT.  
REFB 3 .5400  FT. 
XNRF 4.2210 FT. 
YNRP 0,0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 
DATA H I S T .  CODE VlRE SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
235 MOC STS URBI021 B l W l  TUFTS CCCBD103 04 DEC 70 PAGE 230 
I 
-- 
ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHA* BEGREES 
91Pd96k BETA PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6% 5.000  OU'SSk 4 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0. 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  
61 
SQ.FT. 
$,GOD AILRON O.ilQB REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T ,  
REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YHRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRP 5 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA N357. COh)E VrtE SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
M c a I R  L S ~ T  235 M9@ STS ORBC023 BlWl TUFTS CCCBDl 0 1  04 DEC 70 PAGE 231 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
Sl&Bfl& BETA FARAMETRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0 . 0 0 0  f36PSF) 40.CiO0 ELEVTR 0.(lGO REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT.  
n s.~00 ATLRW U.OOQ REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZHRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA H I S T .  CODE VaE SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
M C A I ~  LSWT 235 MDC STS BRBC023 BlWl TUFTS CCCBD101 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 232 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAUETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 P(PSFJ 40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5600 SQ.FT. 
f I.PPO AILRON 0.000 REFL 3.0200 F T .  REF8 3.5400 F T .  
XMRP 4.8810 F T .  
YMRP 0.0000 F T .  
ZWRP 0.6670 FT.  
DATA n t s r .  COOE V*E 
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB1021 B l ~ l  
I 
TUFTS 1 CCBOl 01 04 DEC 70 PAGE 233 
1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
SK*S& BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.OOO B t F S f )  40.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 
0 
SQ.FT. 
S.fT)O A 0.1190 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
REF6 3.5400 FT. 
XMRP 4 .2210  FT.  
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.  
OATA WEST. CODE V$E SCALE 4.0000 FER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS TUFTS [CCBDl 0 1  04 DEC 70 PAGE 234 
NCAZR LSWT 235 MDC ST5 BRBC023 BlWl  TUFTS ICCBR101 04 DEC 70 PAGE 235 
ANGLE OF A T T A C K *  ALPHA* DEGREES 
SYM80L BET* PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.000 B(FSF1 4 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0 .000  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT.  
9 3.C00 AXLRW O.QOO REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  REF6 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T ,  
YMXP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T ,  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
QATA HlS?. CODE V*& SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER CE 
PAGE 237 
PITCHING MUMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
BIWBQL BETA FARRWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 0.0oLl B iFSF)  40 .000  ELEVTR 0 .000  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
a 3.0170 AILROW O.OL10 REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  REF0 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
Y M R F  0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
DATA MIST. C O D E  V*E SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 0  PER C E  
rChlR LSWT 235 MDC STS ORB1021 BlWl TUFTS CCCBDIOI 04 DEC 7 0  PAGE 238 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
s7~rxit. BETA PARAMETRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.a U,000 81F3F) 4O.GDO ELEYTX 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
a 3.000 A I L U W  0.000 REFL 3.0200 FT. REFB 3.5400 FT,  
XMRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
DATA nlsT .  CWE V*E SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
MCAIR LSWT 235 MDC ST$ ORBC021 BfWl TUFTS CCCBDI 02 04 DEC 70 PAGE 239 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL B (PYF) P A R A M E T R I C  VALUES REFEREtdCE INFORMATION 
40.00Q BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0 , 0 0 0  REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  S B , F T .  
#ICRO(( 0 . 0 0 0  REFL 3.02Qtlr F T .  
REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XMRP 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRF O.QOQ0 F T .  
ZMRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
HIST. CODE *F SCALE 4 .  OUOU PER CE 
N@AI~ ;SWI 235 MDC STS ORB1021 BlWl TUFTS CICBD101 04 DEC 70 PAGE 24C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
SVMBCPL 6d(PIF) PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q 4o.ooo BETA 0 . 0 ~ 0  ELEVTR 0.000 
a I L R W  0 . 0 0 0  
o n r A n g s ~ .  cme *P 










F T .  
F T .  
F T .  
70 PAGE 241 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
S~PBEXX BUFSIC) PARANESRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 0 . 0 0 0  BETA 0 . 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0. 0 0 0  REFS 9.5ROll SQ.FT. 
A I L R W  0.00D REFL 3 . 0 2 0 0  F T .  
REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F T .  
XIdRB 4 . 2 2 5 0  F T .  
YNRP 0 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZHRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  FT .  
D A T A M I S T .  CODE *F SCALE 4 . 0 0 0 5  FER CE 
MEA19 LSWT 235 MDC STS ORBt021 BlMl TUFTS [ XCB0103 04 DEC 70 PAGE 242 


AhGLE OF A T T A C K @  A L P H A *  DEGREES 
5fxalW PuPSBU RARAMEYRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORHA TION 
Q so.oao BETA 0 . ~ 0 0  ELEVVR 0.008 REFS 9.5800 S Q . F T .  
rxLSQ"? O.DP11 RUDDER 5.000 REFL 3.0200 FT.  
REFS 3.5400 FT. 
RwB)BFL - $.GOO XMRP 4.2210 FT.  
YMRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZMRP 0.6670 FT.  
SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
n:Als LSVT 235 MDC STS ORB1021 BlWlV2 tCCBD801 04 DEC 70 PAGE 245 
s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
3YMBOL P 6PSF) FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8 40.00O BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.OOZi REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
A l LR* C.itDC R ? E R  5 ,",OD REFL 3.0200 FT. 
RUODFl - 5,000 REF6 3.5400 F T .  XWRF 4.2210 FT, 
YWRF 0.0000 FT. 
Zb?RP 0.66r'O FT. 
DATA H I S T .  CCXE V e  SCALE 4. OULIO PER CE 
ANGLE BF ATTACK,  A L P H A *  DEGREES 
FAkAeBETRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BE T I  0 .000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
AILROW slO.OQS, RUDDER S.OOtl REFL 3 .0200  FT .  
RODDFL - 5,000 REFB 3 .5400  FT .  XHRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT .  
YHRP 0.0000 FT .  
ZMRP 0.6670 F T .  
D A T A  M89T. COOE V*E SCALE 4 .0000  PER CE 
235 MDC STS 8R91C21 BIWIVT CCCBD801 84 DEC 70 P A G E  247 


ANGLE OF ATTACK,  ALPHA, DEGREES 
sruaoe P a a s ~ )  P A ~ ~ A M E T R ~ C  VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8 4o.ooa BETA O.OW E L E V ~ R  0.000 REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
APLXCPd 0,000 RUDDER 5.000 REFL 3 .0200  FT .  
UUODFL - 5 .000  REF8 3 . 5 4 0 0  F 7 .  XMRP 4 .2210  FT .  
YMRP 0 .0000  FT .  
ENRF 0 .6670  FT. 
DATA N I S T .  CODE VSE SCALE 4 .OOOO PER C E  
3ZAX9 iSWT 235 MDC SIS ORB1021 BlWlV2 CCCBBf301 04 DEC 70 PAGE 250 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
PARAMCIYRIC V A L E S  REFERENCE I N F O R M A T I O N  
BE ?A 0 0 0  ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.  F  T. 
A P L R W  0.000 RUDDER 5.00!3 REFL 3 .0200  FT .  
RVDDFL - 5 .000  REF0 3 .5400  FT .  XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  FT .  
YWRF 0 .0000  FT .  
ZHRF 0 .6670  FT. 
DATA MIST. CCIOE V*E SCALE 4 .0000 PER CE 
235 YDC ST5 ORBfQ23 BIWlV2 CCCB0803 04 DEC 7C PAGE 251 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
S V ~ O Q I  Q BSSFD PAWABlETRfE VALUPIS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 4a.00@1 s e r ~  0 . 0 ~ ~  ELEVIR 0.000 REFS 9,5800 S0.FT. 
A l LRBY Q.OBQ RU D D E R  5.000 REFL 3.0205 FT. 
RUDBFL - 5.000 REF8 3.9400 F T .  X M X F  4.2210 F7. 
YNWP 0.5U00 F  T .  
ZMRP O.Bbi.0 FT, 
D A T A  ~ $ 7 .  COOE V+E SCALE: 4.0000 PER CE 
KCAIR LSWT 235 MDC STS BWBIOZI BlW1V2 ICCBD803 04 DEC 70 P A X  252 
P I T C b l I N G  MOMENT C O E F F I C I E N T ,  CLM 
8VW3 C k  Bb445FJ FAWAPJETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
6~ ro.ooet B E T A  O.ODO ELEVTR O.OOO REFS 9 . 5 8 0 0  SQ.FT. 
A I L X a 3  0.000  RUDDER 5.5110 REFL 3.02OC F T .  
RWDPL - 9 . 0 0 0  REFB 3 . 5 4 0 0  F  T. XMRF 4 . 2 2 1 0  F T .  
YMRP 5 . 0 0 0 0  F T .  
ZNRF 0 . 6 6 7 0  F T .  
D A T A M I S T .  cme vl l r~  SCALE 4.oooo P E R  C E  








ANGLE OF ATTACK*  ALPHA* DEGREES 
OAT-& W T  sr:.ao& C ~ V F B G U R ~ L T ~ W  08SCRiPTIm 
# O C I % ? B O >  8 WCliPR L4UI  8.34 ROC SY$ Q R B l D Z l  B i b J l V i  &1: $0 
(kCL31317) 0 PBChlR LaWY 231 NUS 818 QRE)(QZ) O I M d V S  TUFTS 
~ ( P B F I  40.00Q 
PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
BE T I  0.000 ELEVTR 0 .000  REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.  
AILRW O,OE)Q RUDDER 0.000 !iFk 3.0200 FT ,  
RtIPnF! 0.090 3.5400 F T .  XMRP 4.2210 FT.  
YHRP 0.0000 FT.  
ZHRP 0.6670 FT. 













ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA S T  SYWBOL CONFIGURATlON OESCRIFTION FARAKTRIC VALUta 
(DCBOZOJ 0 WCAIR LSWT 235 MOC STS OR6(021 B lWlV l  P= 40 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 
(CCBOZTJ a MCAIR LSYT t 3 5  MDC ST9 ORB(O2J B lWlV l  TUFTS A I L R ~  0.000 R U ~ ~ ~ R  O.OOO 
RUDOFL 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMA TION 
REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
REFL 3.0200 FT. 
REF8 3.5400 FT. 
XHRP 4.2210 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.6670 FT. 





ANGLE BF A T T A C K *  ALPh4Ae DEGREES 
OAT4 SKU SY:~IPO< CWFBtUFlAUB@4 DBE5CBTFT1W PARA:4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tBCBD20) 83 RCAlR LSWT 235 MisC BPS 0+?Ql029 D l W l V l  Q:: 4 0  BETA 0 .000  E L E k l H  0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT.. 
I C C ( i i i 2 l l  3 I l L I I R  L S V l  235 MDC lTS OR81021 BlWIVf TUFTS * 1 ~ ~ m  0 , ~ o n  R ~ , - , Q ~ ~  o , o ~ O  ;:I: 3.02110 FT. 
RUDDFL O.0QB 3.5400 FT.  XWRiP 4.2210 FT. 
YPlRP 0.0000 FT,  
ZMRP 0 .6670  FT.  
BdC8F) 40.008 SCALE 4 ,0000  PER CE 
PAGE 260 
*$, ". - PAGE 261 


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTIQY PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IDCBDZOJ 0 H C A I R  LSWT 235 MOC ST3 ORB(O2) BlWZVl Q= 4 0  BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 9.5800 SQ.FT. 
ICCBD27J MCAIR L Y T  235 MOC STS (IBlO2l 8lWIVf TUFTS A I ' R ~  0,000 ~ ~ 0 3 ~ ~  . 0 ~ ~  ::;; 3.0200 FT. 
RUODFL 0.000 3.5400 FT. XMRF 4.2210 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.6670 FT. 
OIPSFI  10.000 SCALE 4.0000 PER CE 
PAGE 264 
